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(ABSTRACT)

Measurements of DBH, upper diameters, merchantable height and total heights were made on 80
standing white oaks (Quercus alba) which were then felled for detailed measurements of the same
parameters. The data obtained were used to evaluate the accuracy of standing tree measurements,

to develop and compare volume equations that used upper diameter as one of the predictor vari-

ables and to examine the contributions of individual predictor variables to total volume prediction

bias and precision.

Relative bias ranged from 0.85% for DBH measurement errors to 2.88% for total height measure-

ment errors. Relative standard deviation ranged from 1.52% to 10.13% for DBH and total height

errors respectively. When both bias and precision ( standard deviation ) were considered jointly, the

relative root mean squared error ranged from 1.75% to 10.48% for DBH and total height errors

respectively. Upper diameter and merchantable height showed negative bias.

A comparison of eight iitted models against the combined variable model revealed a gain in preci-

sion and a reduction in bias for models that used upper diameter as a third predictor variable. The

improvement as based on the relative root mean squared error ranged from 28.8% to 71.3% for

taped measurements. However, models that used upper diameter as a substitute for either DBH or

merchantable height performed worse than the combined variable model.



An analytic examination of the impact of measurement error on volume prediction bias showed

that merchantable height errors accounted for most of the bias and that DBH and upper diameter
errors contributed almost equal an1ounts(in absolute terms) to the volume bias.
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Introduction and Justification.

The estimation of standing timber volumes with accuracy and precision is very important for forest
management purposes. These estimates are based on measurable parameters such as DBH, height,
and a measure of form. A relationship is established between these parameters and tree volume in
a volume equation or volume table. The continuous search for more precise volume equations is
evidenced by the existence of several volume equations in the forestry literature. The most widely
used volume equations relate tree volume to tree dbh and height. Less widely used forms try to
account for tree form by including an upper diameter as a third independent variable. The use of
these latter forms is justified by the fact that they yield more precise results than the former ( Spurr
1952; Pollanschutz 1965; Bonner 1968; Schmid et al. 1971; Schmid and Winzeler 1981 ). On the
other hand, the development of the latter forms requires taking additional measurements which
may be time-consuming and expensive ( Clutter et al. 1983 ). Because taking additional measure-
ments is a time·consuming and costly operation, it would be worthwhile knowing if the resulting
gain in precision will more than compensate for the additional cost. Furthermore, since taking
additional measurements may also lead to additional measurement errors, it will also be important
to know the impact of such errors on the volume equation developed.

Whenever measurements are taken on a tree, errors will always be committed. The magnitude of
these errors will vary from one parameter to another. DBH is often said to be the easiest tree pa-
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rarneter that can be measured. However, difficulties can be encountered on buttressed trees and in

areas where thick undergrowth prevails like in the tropics. Under such conditions, the conventional

definition of DBH‘ becomes unrealistic and altematives are used.3 The ambiquity in the definitions

of alternative DBH measurements may lead to serious errors. Many people forego DBH measure-

ment errors and become more concemed with height and upper diameter measurement errors. The

frequent use of height in volume equations might lead to the impression that height measurements

are less prone to measurement errors than upper diameter measurements. However, total height is

not easy to measure on hardwoods with deliquescent branching. In this case, merchantable height
defined up to the first large branch ( Boon 1966 ) or to below a pronounced irregularity may be
used as an alternative to total height.

Because these measurement errors will be propagated into the volume equation developed, it is not

only important to quantify them individually but also to evaluate their contribution to the total

error in the volume equation. Investigations have been carried out to quantify height or upper di-

ameter errors but little has been done to evaluate the consequences of these errors on the volume

equation developed.

The discussion above leads one to believe that the use of upper diameters in volume equations can

improve estirnates, and that merchantable height can be used as an altemative to total height. It also

raises the question of measurement errors and their impact on total volume error. The objective

of this study is to examine the usefulness of these altemative measurements. Specifically, this study
had the following objectives:

1 4.5 ft (1.37 m ) in USA; 1.4 m in New Zealand; 1.3 m (4.3 ft) in most Countries using the metric system;
4.25 ft (1.29 m) in Commonweath Countries; 4 ft 1.2 in. in Japan.

3 In order to surmount the problem of buttresses, diameter above breast height ( Husch er al. 1972; Loetsch
et al. 1973; Omule 1981; Philip 1987) or diameter at 1.5 ft above the pronounced butt swelling, called
normal diameter (Avery 1967; Avery and Burkhart 1983; Hotvedt et aI.1985; Parresol et al. 1987) is used.
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• To develop a volume equation for outside bark and inside bark cubic volume based on
merchantable height and diameter at merchantable height, where merchantable height is the
point where the crown canopy forms, or height to a 4-inch top diameter outside bark.

• To evaluate the consequences of error in measurement of upper stem diameter and
merchantable height on volume estimates for standing trees.

Introduction and Justification. 3



Literature Review.

The use of volume equations dates back to 1780 ( Brickell 1976). Usually some tree characteristics
( DBH, height, and some measure of form ) are measured and used to estimate the tree content.

There is also a continuous search for improvements to tree volume estimation. Even though DBH
and height are the most widely used variables to predict tree volume, it has been shown

(Pollanschutz 1965; Schmid et al. 1971; Evert 1973; Schmid and Winzeler 1981; Laasasenaho 1982;

Barrett and Treciokas 1983) that the inclusion of an upper stem diameter measure into a volume

equation greatly improves the volume estimate. Also, this upper stem measure might in some cases

become the sole predictor variable especially in situations where both DBH and total height are
inacessible. This review will include:

• Upper stem diameter as an altemative to DBH.

• Upper stem diameter as a supplement to DBH.

• Merchantable height as an alternative to total height.

• Volume estimates from standing tree measurements.

Literature Review. 4



Upper stem diameter as an alternative to DBH.

Breast height diameter which is considered the easiest and most accurate of the tree measurements
is sometimes diilicult to access and measure. The presence of irregularities ( plank buttresses, fluted
basal swellings, depressions, etc.) at breast height can render DBH measurements inconsistent or
illogical at that point. Most tropical trees are either buttressed or flared at the base (Chudnotf 1984),
with most buttresses ending between 2 and 5 m height, rarely exceeding 6 m above the ground (
Loetsch et al. 1973 ). The usual practice is to take a diameter measurement at a point higher than
DBH which is assumed to approximate DBH if the irregularity was not present ( Husch et al. 1972;
Loetsch et al. 1973; Avery and Burkhart 1983 ). Diameter above buttress (dab) has been used in
North America too. Mattoon ( 1915 ) cited in Hotvedt and Cao ( 1985 ) suggested the use of a
diameter at 20 ft above the ground for cypress, and Forbes ( 1955 ) proposed a diameter between
7 and ll ft for cypress. Currently a diameter at 1.5 ft above pronounced swelling is being used as
a substitute for DBH measurement on baldcypress ( Taxadium distichum ) and other species like
tupelo gum (Nyssa spp. ) ( Avery and Burkhart 1983; Hotvedt et al. 1985; Parresol et al. 1987 ).
Workers in the tropical forest often encounter heavy underbrush ( Philip 1987 ) that render DBH
inaccessible.

Investigations into the the use of altemative diameter measurements in order to avoid extensive
bushcutting are still rare. Omule ( 1981 ) mentions the use of dab in Uganda during
stockmapping.3 Dab is a subjective height for diameter measurement because the determination of
end ofbuttress is equivocal. Hotvedt ez al. ( 1985 ) developed cubic foot volumes and merchantable
cubic foot volumes and stem-profile equations for baldcypress using a diameter measurement at 10
ft above the ground. Their vo1ume‘ function is:

3 Stockmapping is an inventory practice in which all desirable species in the stand are measured and thier
positions located on a map using coordinates.

‘ Throughout this thesis, volume will refer to cubic foot volume.
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V: bOo"1H"= [1]
where:

D = diameter at 10 ft;
H = total height.
b„_b,_b,_ are coeflicients to be determined.

The problem of total height a.nd DBH measurement in tropical forests has led to the use of local
volume tables lI1 which an alternative diameter is used ( FAO 1973; Omule 1981 ). The use of mean
tree tarzjfwas also proposed as a means to dispense ofexact height measurements for European tree
species ( Krenn 1948 ), for the mountainous areas of Java ( Loetsch 1961 ) and for tropical fast
growing species ( Loetsch 1961; Lanly 1965 ). The volume equation in general use is of the form

V: aob [2]
where:

D = dbh or diameter above buttress;
a, b are constants.

Upper stem diameter as a supplement to DBH and height.

Standard volume equations based on two measures, DBH and height, are generally thought to
provide sufiiciently accurate estimates of tree volumes (Van Laar 1968 ). However, the use of upper
stem diameters as a means to improve on the accuracy of volume estimation is hardly a new idea.
Improving volume predictions using upper stem measurements has been attempted in large area
inventories in Finland and Austria in order to avoid the sometimes problematic use of local volume
tables with a limited range of applicability ( Loetsch et al. 1973 ). Precise estimates of tree volume
require at least two or more measurements of stem diameter ( Eller and Keister 1979 ). Upper di-
ameter measurements are therefore needed for this purpose. Upper stem diameters can also be in-

corporated into an expression of tree form or taper. Anuchin ( 1970 ) and Spurr (1952 ) both
provide details of Schiifel’s study of this matter, Schiffel compiled volume equations for larch,
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spruce and fir, based not only on stem height and DBH, but also on tree taper as characterized by
form quotient. He developed the following equation:

V= d2h[b0 + blk+-Q2-] [3]kh
where: ·

d = diameter at breast height;
h _ = total height;

k = %2-;
d,,5,„ = diameter at 50 percent total height;

are constants to be estimated.

He made a series of studies of form and volume of logs and entire trees of various species and
concluded that the diameter at half the total height gave a satisfactory measure of tree form; that
for a given height, tree form was independent of diameter; and that tree volume could be expressed
by the generalized formula‘

V= h[0.168 + 0.66805] [4]
where:

8 = Cross-sectional area at breast height,
805 = Cross-sectional area at one-half total height,
h = Total height.

A major drawback in the use of Schif1‘el’s form quotient was that upper diameter was measured at

a variable height, halfway up the stem, while the lower diameter, DBH, was measured at a fixed

height, 1.3 m above the ground. Some difiiculties were encountered in measuring midpoint diam-

eters on standing trees. The measurement of the midpoint diameter also requires an estimate of total
height. An error committed from measuring total height will result in an error in locating where the

midpoir1t diameter should be measured. Nonetheless, these tables were still valuable inasmuch as

they were compiled in a novel way, and described the effect of form differences on stem volumes.

5 This formula is said to be a simplification of Newton’s formula applied to the entire tree ( Spurr 1952 ).
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The first form·class tables in Canada were constructed to replace standard volume tables based only
on DBH and height because gross errors arose when these tables were applied in stands where the
taper of trees differed from that of the sample from which the tables were based ( Evert 1973 ).
The Dominion Forest_ Service undertook a study of tree taper in Canadian coniferous trees ( Wright
1927 ) and developed volume equations (tables) based on DBH, total height and form·class. These
tables were of limited applicability due to the difiiculties of measuring diameters at one-half of tree
height.

Evert (1969a) developed the following form·factor equation for red pine ( Pinus resinosa Ait ):

er
where:

f = form factor,
d = breast height diameter,
d,,__, = diameter at 19.5 ft above ground level,
h = total height,
b„_b,_b, are constants.

The upper stem diameter, d,,_, can be easily measured with either a Finnish caliper or with an ac-
curate optical dendrometer ( Evert 1973 ). When tested against an Australian form factor equation
based only on DBH and height, the standard error of estimate decreased from 4.95% to 3.21%.
In the same investigation using Pollanschutz ( 1965 ) equation, a standard error of 3.89% was ob-
tained. In another study using Pollanschutz ( 1965 ) sample of 50 Norway spruce (Picea excelsa
Link ), Evert ( 1969a ) obtained a standard error of 4.66% with Pollanschutz ( 1965 ) equation but

10.22% with the Australian form factor equation.

Pollanschutz ( 1965 ) and Laasasenaho ( 1982 ) reported a reduction of the residual standard devi-
ation to around 50% of the value obtained when upper diameter is not used in the standard volume
function. Pollanschutz ( 1965 ) used a diameter at 30% of total height as a third predictor variable.
His volume function can be written as foHows:

Literature Review. 8
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He observed a decrease in standard error of estimate from 8.4% to 4.6% with the introduction of
@_3,, ( Evert 1969a ). Based on this equation, a family of modified functions was derived for different
species and has been successfully used in the Austrian National Forest Inventory (Braun 1969 as

_

cited in Loetsch et al. 1973).

Evert ( 1973 ) made further investigations on the use of d,,_,_ He developed the following form-class
equations for red pine and tested them for accuracy:

f=bo+b1X2+bzY2 [7]
f=b0+b,X2+b3Y2+b3)FY2 [8]

f= bo + b,X+ b3X2 + 63 r2 + b4XY+ b3X2Y2 :91
where:

d19.5X—
d

Y° (6 - 4.5)
The form-class functions provided a 10% accuracy in estimating individual tree volumes and 5%
accuracy in estimating stand volumes, while standard volume equations that were examined for
comparison failed to meet these accuracy standards. Also the maximum volume error was 20.9%
for the standard volume equations but was only 5.6% for the form-class equations. Form·c1ass
equations involving an upper diameter at a constant height can be readily converted to stand vol-
ume equations. The fact that the stand volume estimate requires only two sweeps of a Spiegel
Relascope ( Evert 1969a ) is an advantage in inventory work where simplicity of the procedure is

sometimes more important than achieving the highest degree of precision.

Other investigators ( Ilvessalo 1947; Van Soest 1959 ) in Van Laar ( 1968 ) used a diameter at 20
ft (6.1 m) above ground level. Van Soest obtained the highest multiple correlation coefficient in
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regression with the diameter at 30% of stem height. But due to the complicated way of measuring
this diameter, he recommended the use of the diameter at a fixed height as the third variable.

Spurr ( 1952 ) tested the accuracy of thirteen tree volume equations and found that a measure of
tree form signiücantly increased the precision of volume estimates. He recommended the use of
form—c1ass equations in arithmetic form, the logarithrnic forms believed to be less precise.6 His
arithmetic form-class equations are as foHows:

V=b0+b1¢§dh [10]

dl 2V=b0+b17+b2dh+b3didh [ll]

where:
ei = upper stem diameter measurement.

These are called the short·cut form-class and the combined variable form·cIa.ss equations respec-
tively. The combined variable solution may be used with large samples and yields high precision
whereas the short·cut form yields results of good precision with few data ( Spurr 1952 ). The form
quotient or Girard form-class can be used as the form variable. Using d„_,,, in a sh0rt·cutf0rm class
equation, Bonner ( 1968 ) obtained a standard error of 11.1% as against 16.2% with the combined
variable equation.

Van Laar ( 1968 ) noticed that the unexplained variation was 22.3% when a diameter at a fixed
height of 25 ft ( 7.62 m ) was used but 54.1% when only DBH and tree height were used in a
form-factor equation. The form-factor equation was:

f=b0+bllogd+b21ogh+b31ogd25 [12]

Schmid er al. ( 1971 ) investigated the following volume functions for spruce trees:
V =f(d, di_h) [13]

6 Logarithmic volume equations may have the advantage of more nearly satisfying the homogeneity of
variance assumption (Moser and Beers 1969; Avery and Burkhart 1983 ) but suffer from the disadvantage
that a transformation bias is introduced. As the geometric (logarithmic) mean is systematically below or
less than the arithmetic mean, there will be some underestimation of the volumes unless a correction is
applied ( Cunia 1964; Cailliez 1980; Avery and Burkhart 1983 ).

Literature Review. 10



V=f(d» dr) [14]
V=f(d, h) [15]

where:
V,d,cL_h are as defined before.

They concluded that measuring a second diameter was more favorable for volume estimation than
measuring total height. Variances caused by measurement errors were greatest with the introduc-
tion of cf as a third variable. Nonetheless, the total variance for the three variable function
amounted to only slightly over one·third of the variances obtained when only two variables were
used (Schmid et al. 1971). The authors further emphasized that the volume equation with three
variables, which consider form by measurement of a second diameter are almost independent of site
differences and is therefore particularly suited for large area inventories. They strongly recom-
mended the measurement of a second diameter. This diameter could be measured above 5 m ; 7
m being an optimum height. An upper diameter measurement at 7 m can easily be accomplished
with a Finnish caliper and a Christen hypsometer with a pole of corresponding length ( Schmid et
al. 1971; Schmid and Winzeler 1981 ). Schmid ( 1967a ) had earlier used a diameter measurement
at 7 m. Schmid and Winzeler ( 1981 ) concluded that the measurement of d, is more efficient than
at 30% of height.

The foregoing review stresses the fact that the inclusion of an upper stem diameter or a measure
of tree form greatly improves the estimate of tree volumes. Yet, this approach in tree volume esti-
mation is scarcely applied. Anuchin ( 1970 ) puts it this way:

...most volume tables have been compiled without the use of form factors, prompting certain investi-
gators to express the opinion that the theory of form factors is a past stage in forest mensuration that
can be discarded in modern practice.

Evert ( 1969b ) also summarises the same idea:
Most North American text designate the form-factor approach of preparing tree volume tables as

'obso1ete' and " of historical interest only', mainly because ' it is necessarily more complicated than
the direct approach'

But in recent times investigators have found the form·factor approach appealing. The form·factor
approach to preparing volume tables is a good alternative to the weighted least squares method

Literature Review. ll



because of the homogeneity of the form·factor variance and the simplicity of the method? Evert
(1969b) analytically derived equations that gave a good lit when applied to a sample of 50 black
spruce ( Picea mariana [Mill] BSP ) but a poor fit was obtained using the weighted least squares
method. He recommended the use of the following equations:

L161
J

2/=b„+b,[%] um
where:

aß,] = diameter at 10% of tree height.

Upper stem diameters may also provide a means for directly computing individual tree Volumes
through diameter interpolation methods. Barrett and Treciokas ( 1983 ) used the following bole

taper interpolation models:
dh=b(H—h)+c(H—h)2 [18]

dh = e(H - h)g [19]

d = jl 20" c<H—h>+«<h—o1 J J
where:

dh = diameter at any height h above the
ground (h 24.5 ft);

H = total height;
I = height of lower diameter measurement;
aß = lower diameter;
a,b,c,e,g are constants to be determined.

The volume of the top portion of the tree from the height of upper diameter measurement, I, to

total height is obtained by integration of each of the above bole taper functions. Thus

" The weighted least squares method raises the question of the best weighting factor to be applied.

Literature Review. 12
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V, =

%v'8
däöh

I

The models, when applied to spruce ( Picea spp. ) and to white pine ( Pinus strobus ) resulted in
precise estimates of volume with little bias for trees up to 90 ft tall. They proposed a height range
of 16 to 32 ft for upper stem diameter measurement. At this range either a Finnish caliper is used
( up to 16 ft ) or a hand·held camera ( up to 32 ft ) ( Crosby et al., 1983 ). An upper stem diameter
measurement at a height of 24 ft is recommended since at this height at least half the volume and
more than half the value of most eastern United States trees is included in the measured area. The
interpolation model is thus used only to estimate the volume of the low valued portion of the tree
( Barrett and Treciokas, 1983 ). _

Merchantable Height as an alternative to Total Height.

Measurement of total height on standing trees is sometimes difiicult or prohibitively expensive es-
pecially in dense stands and in hardwood species exhibiting decurrent or deliquescent branching
pattem ( Fowler and Rennie, 1988; Richards and Reed, 1986 ). Most tropical hardwood species
are in this category. Merchantable height‘ seems to be an alternative to total height in this case.
Fowler and Rennie ( 1988 ) developed a stem profile equation for eight hardwood species using
transformed diameters measured at merchantable height. Standard errors of the estimate and bias

indicated a good fit based on comparison with published results using total height. They considered
Kozak et aI.( 1969 ) model:

8States, merchantability is variously defined.
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·2 2 [21]
where:

d' = transformed diameter (d,, - dM,„);
D' = transformed DBH(DBH — dM,„);
dh = diameter at height h;
dm, = diameter at merchantable height;
h

l
= height above the ground;

Mht = merchantable height;
b is a constant.

Tree volume between specified heights can be derived by integration between the limits.

In a study on tree volume of plantation grown Japanese larch, Shipman and Fairweather ( 1986 )
concluded that it would be worthwhile measuring merchantable height when DBH and total height
are measured. Their best model for Japanese larch was of the form

V= bo + b1d2Ht + b2Hz4 [22]
where:

d = Breast height diameter,
Ht = Total height,
Ht4 = Merchantable height to 4·inch dob,
b,,_b,_b, are constants.

Volume estimates from standing tree measurements.

Very often tree volume tables are constructed based on measurements from felled trees and later

applied with measurements taken on standing trees. The trees used for fitting the volume equation

are often from a harvesting operation or from a thinning operation. In both cases the trees measured
may not be a representative sample of the stand. An alternative might be to measure a random
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sample of standing trees that span the desired range of tree DBH classes (Avery and Burkhart, 1983
).

The accuracy of the results obtained from standing tree measurements are important to know.
Brickell ( 1976 ) obtained a 5.4% bias in standing tree volume estirnation using a Barr and Stroud
dendrometer. Gofas ( 1967 ) realized that the volume of standing trees can be estirnated with the
precision required for forest practice and research by means of Bitterlich’s relascope by using the
method of sections, but not by the method of Pressler’s formula. Pillsbury and Stephens ( 1978 )
developed an accurate and useful method for standing tree measurements and tested to determine
the volume of standing hardwood trees. They obtained a high correlation (R2 = 0.99) for the re-
lationship of volume of standing trees (measured with a relascope) and the volume of cut trees (
measured with tape and calipers). Arvanitis ( 1968 ) used the Barr and Stroud dendrometer and the
Spiegel Relascope to investigate the reliability of standing tree measurements. When he compared
the results with those of felled tree measurements, he found a close agreement among the proce-
dures. The Barr and Stroud dendrometer and the relascope mounted on a tripod, proved useful
instruments for estimating individual standing tree volumes. Wheeler ( 1962 ) reported a mean
square deviation of penta prism measurements at 17.5 ft height, from results obtained by climbing
and using wooden calipers, of 0.5 inches or more at the 95% significant level. Nevers and Barrett
(1966) tested the accuracy of height accumulation volumes from pentaprism measurements of 20
white pines and found that individual tree volume estimates from pentaprism measurements will
differ from those obtained by actually climbing and measuring the trees by more than 2 cubic feet
or 12 board feet at the 95% significance level. Cost ( 1971 ) investigated the accuracy of standing
tree volume estimates based on McClure mirror caliper measurements and with sectional aluminum
poles for height control, with those from felled tree measurements. He reported, at the 95% signif-
icance level, that individual tree volume estimates from caliper measurements will differ from felled
tree estimates by more than 1.5 cubic feet. Phillips and Cost ( 1979 ) compared standing tree vol-
ume estimates of red oak crowns, main stems, and total tree volume with felled tree measurements.
Results showed that stems and total tree volume estimates were very accurate from standing tree
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estimates. Eller and Keister ( 1979 ) found that with a Breithaupt Todis dendrometer, upper di-
ameters can be measured within $0.7 cm ( 0.28 inch ) 95 % of the time. No systematic bias was
detected.
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Materials and Methods.

Methods.

Data.

Data used in this study were measurements from white oak ( Quercus alba L ) growing in natural
stands of mixed hardwoods and mixed pir1e·hardwoods stands. The trees were sampled from the
Fisburn Forest ( VPI&SU Research forest ) in Montgomery County, Virginia. White oak was
chosen because the study required the use of hardwood species that could mimic tropical
hardwoods, and also because it was readily available in the nearby experimental forest. Data col-
lection took place between Fall 1988 and Spring 1989. The weather was sometimes a problem. Poor
lighting conditions sometimes prevailed. Unequal lighting of both sides of the tree bole, wind
sweeps, and lack ofcontrast in the background sometimes made upper stern diameter measurements
with the penta prism difficult. There was little underbrush, and the tree canopy was not too dense
except in mixed pine-hardwood stands. Trees were defoliated at this time of the year (winter).
Trees on very steep terrain were avoided in order to minimize extraneous difiiculties in measuring
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and felling. Past records indicated that the DBH range for white oak in this forest was between 6
and 20 inches, hence, an attempt was made to select sample trees to cover this range. A total of 80

sample trees were measured. The distribution of trees by DBH and height classes is shown in Table

1.

Standing tree measurements,

gEach standing sample tree was measured for DBH ( outside bark ), total height, merchantable

height, and for diameter at merchantable height ( or upper stem diameter ). DBH was measured

to the nearest 0.1 inch with a diameter tape. Then, the same observer9 positioned himself at least

50 feet away from the tree base‘° where the tree base, the tree top and a point at merchantable

height could be observed. The following measurements were taken from that spot:

• An upper diameter measurement at merchantable height, to the nearest 0.1 inch, with a

Wheeler penta prism mounted on a tripod. Various tests ( Wheeler 1962; Nevers and Barrett

1966; Ross 1968 ) have indicated that the penta prism caliper is reliable for upper stem diam-

eters measurement on standing trees.

• Gradient measurements, to the nearest percent, with a Suunto clinometer. This instrument

was used because a number of empirical studies have shown it to provide accurate and precise
results ( Rennie 1979; Schmid et al. 1971 ).

• The slope, to the nearest percent, with a Suunto clinometer.

9 All measurements were made by one person.
*9 In some cases it was not possible to go as far as 50 feet away from the tree because other trees disturbed

the field of view and the tree hole appeared blurred when viewed through the optical device.
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Table 1. Distribution of white oak sample trees by total height and diameter at breast height.

Dbh class Total height classes (feet) Total(inches) trees— 3646 4666 6666 6676 76 + —
5.6-6.5 2 3 5
6.6-7.5 1 4 5
7.6-8.5 3 2 1 6
8.6-9.5 5 1 6
9.6-10.5 1 2 6 9
10.6-11.5 1 4 5
1 1.6- 12.5 1 1 5 1 8
12.6-13.5 1 3 3 7
13.6-14.5 — 1 1 2 4
14.6-15.5 5 3 8
15.6-16.5 2 3 5
16.6-17.5 1 2 3
17.6-18.5 1 ° 1 2
18.6-19.5 2 1 3
19.6-20.5 2 1 3
20.6+ 1 1

Total 2 9 18 35 16 80
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• The slope distance from the point of measurement to the tree base, to the nearest 0.1 ft, with
a lO0·foot cloth tape.

• The slope distance from the point of measurement to the tree base, by pacing.

In order to measure merchantable and total heights, a procedure described in the Society of
American Forestry Handbook ( Wenger 1983 ) was adopted. Angles (in percent) from the observ-
er’s eye to the tree base, to merchantable height, and to the tip of the tree were measured with the
clinometer. These measurements were then used with the slope measurement and the taped and
paced distances to estimate merchantable and total heights. The terms taped height and paced
height will be used to refer to standing tree measurements of height using taped and paced meas-
urements of slope distance, respectively. The following formulas were used for height computa-
tions:

HDT= SDTx cos[arctan( Tgö- )] [23]

MHTT = HDT[ [24]100 —

rm?= HDTI: ligöi] [25]
where:

HDT = Taped horizontal distance in feet,
SDT = Taped slope distance in feet,
MHTT = Taped merchantable height in feet,
THTT = Taped total height in feet,
6 = Slope in percent,
a = Angle in percent from observer’s eye to tree base,
ß = Angle in percent from observer’s eye to merchantable height,
y = Angle in percent from observer’s eye to tree top.

The paced slope distance was estirnated by pacing the distance from the point of measurement to
the tree base. Using the paced slope distance, paced merchantable height(MHTP) and paced total
height(THTP) were then computed similarly.
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Felled tree measurements.

Before felling each sample tree, its stump height (1 ft) and breast height were marked with chalk.
After felling, the following methods were used to measure the tree dimensions:

• A chalk mark was made at merchantable height to locate where merchantable height and di-
ameter at merchantable height were measured on the standing tree.

• Total and merchantable heights were measured to the nearest 0.1 ft with a 100·foot cloth tape.

• Chalk marks were made at 8 ft, 12 ft, etc, until the point of merchantability.

• The tree was then sectioned at stump height, breast height, 8 ft and into 4-foot bolts thereafter
until the merchantable limit was reached; outside bark diameter measurements were made with
a tape to the nearest 0.1 inch at the respective bolt ends.

• Five measurements for bark thickness were taken with a bark guage at each bolt end and av-
eraged to give average bark thickness for the bolt. Outside bark diameters and average double
bark thickness at each bolt end were used to derive inside bark diameters at the respective bolt
ends.

Analyses.

The outside bark and inside bark cubic foot volume of each segment or bolt was estimated using
the felled tree measurements with Smalian’s formulaz

12* + 02
-é .L...1."· 4(1422 I 2 IL [26]

where:
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V = cubic foot volume ( outside or inside bark ) of section
D, = Diarneter ( outside or inside bark ) at the large end of section ( in inches )
D, = Diarneter ( outside or inside bark ) at the small end of section ( in inches )
L = Length of section in feet.

The stump volume from ground level to l foot and the volume from merchantable limit to the tip
of each tree were not included in the volume calculations. Hence, tree volume was obtained by

summing bolt volumes from a l·foot stump height to the appropriate merchantable limit. These

volumes were assumed to be the true merchantable volumes of the trees and were used as a standard

for evaluating the results.

In order to accomplish the objectives of this study, the following steps were taken:

1. Fit regression models to the felled tree data to relate merchantable volume to functions of
DBH, merchantable height, and diameter at merchantable height or upper diameter.

2. Compare the fitted models for bias and precision. A variety of statistical and graphical analyses

were used for these comparisons.

3. Evaluate the magnitude of measurement error of standing trees by statistical and graphical ex-

amination. Merchantable height and upper diameters on felled trees were used as a standard

for the evaluation.

4. Evaluate the magnitude and direction of the effect that these errors have on volume prediction
using volume equations that have been fitted to accurate measurements.

A brief description of these steps will be made in the remaining paragraphs of this chapter.
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Description and justification of merchantable stem volume equations.

The following models were ütted to the sample data:
. V=ßo1+ß11Dmibh [27]

V= ßoz + ßizßobdobh [28]

V- —d°° D2 h 4·· ßoa + ßia Dob + ßza ob + ßssßob obh [29]
V = ßoa + ß14D§bh + ßzaßobdobh [30]

V= ßos + ßisdäbh [31]

V = ßo6 + ßl6D§bh + ß26D0bd0bh + ß36h2 [32]
V= ßov + ß17D§bh + ß27d§bh [33]
V= ßos + ß18[Dgb + d§b]h [34]

dob 2V=ßo9 +ß19‘)T'+ ß29D0b. [35]
ob

where:
V = Merchantable cubic foot volume;
D„ = diameter at breast height, outside bark, in inches;
d„,, = upper stem diameter outside bark in inches;
h = merchantable height in feet;
ß„ are coeflicients to be estimated.

These models have been chosen for investigation after an extensive literature review and consider-
ation of the objectives of this study.

Equation[27] is the combined-variable equation ( Spurr 1952 ). It was included because it’s use is
so prevalent in forestry that it represents a natural standard for comparison. It has generally been
found to account for about 97% or more of the variation in tree volume on average ( Burkhaxt,
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1977; Lohrey 1983 ). The equation does not include any measure of form. It was therefore selected
so that comparisons could be made with the other models that included an upper diarneter measure.

Equations [28] to [35], include an upper diameter which is one way of introducing a form variable
into tree. volume equations. ( Spurr 1952 ). The equations were derived from those used by past
researchers, with slight modifications, in some cases.

• Equation [28] is called the "short-cut” form class equation ( Spurr, 1952 ). The equation has
been discussed in the literature review.

• Equation [29] is called the ”combined variable form-class" volume equation ( Spurr 1952) and
has also been discussed in the literature review.

• Equation [30] is like equation [29] with the term in ommitted. This form was chosen be-
cause the Dzh and Ddh were present in most of the equations in the literature review. For
example, equation [3] which can be rewritten as:

V

2 d3
V= bol) h "l' blDd0_5hh "l'

bzdo.sn

and Pollanschutz ( 1965 ) equation both contain the variable combinations D“h and Dclh.

• Equation [31] is similar to the combined variable expression with DBH replaced by upper di-

ameter. It was examined in this study to investigate the performance of a volume equation
without DBH. This could be of interest in areas where diiliculties are encountered in measuring
DBH and where a dendrometer could be used to measure alternative diameters for use in vol-

ume equations.

• Equation [32] is Pollanschutz (1965) equation with an intercept included. This equation has
been discussed in the literature review.
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• Equation [33] and [34] are very similar and have been adapted from several model forms. For
example, the equations are similar to equations [4] and [17] in the literature and also to a model
form proposed by Alemdag ( 1978 ).

• Equation [35] is a form that uses DBH and upper diameter as predictor variables. lt was sug-
gested in this study to see the performance of a volume equation without height.

The same models were fitted to inside bark measurements for inside·bark volume equations.

Comparison of models.

The fitted models were evaluated for adequacy according to the following criteria:

• Adjusted coeflicient of determination ·( RZ).

• Root mean squared error ( RMSE ) expressed as a percentage of mean tree volume.

• Sum of squared residuals ( SSR ).

• Prediction sum of squares ( PRESS ).

Also, residuals were examined graphically to see if any trends were present.

Comparison of standing and felled tree measurements.

As mentioned earlier, standing tree measurements were compared with felled tree measurements,
because the error of felled measurements was assumed to be negligible. For example, in comparing
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standing versus felled tree DBH measurements, the felled tree DBH (DBHF) was assumed to be
the target parameter. There are two components of measurement error: a systematic component

(bias) and a random component attributable to variance or standard deviation or precision. Bias
refers to the average deviation from the target, while precision refers to variance of the values,
usually evaluated by the standard deviation. Accuracy here refers to the closeness of a measured
or estirnated value to the target value ( Gregoire and Reynolds, 1988 ), and involves both bias and
precision. Mean squared error (MSE) is a measure of accuracy:

MSE = BIASZ + VARIANCE

Thus, in evaluating the accuracy of the measurements, the magnitude and direction of bias was
assayed separately from that of variance or standard deviation. The evaluation was based on
graphical methods as well as quantitative estimations of the magnitude of bias ( the mean of the
differences between standing and felled tree measurements), the standard deviation of the differ-
ences, and the root mean squared error. Also, correlation cocfiicients were presented in order to
gauge the strength of the linear relationship of measurement errors with standing and felled tree
measurement variables. Plots of residuals were displayed to see if any trends between the measure-
ment errors and the measured variables were noticeable. Accuracy testing was attempted to test for
the accuracy of standing tree measurements. The procedure proposed by Freese ( 1960 ) and later
modified by Reynolds ( 1984 ) and the procedures proposed by Reynolds ( 1984) and Gregoire and
Reynolds ( 1988 ) seem to be appropriate for this test,

Empirical examination of volume prediction errors.

An empirical evaluation of total volume error was made to see how measurement errors affect
volume predictions. In order to carry out the evaluation, the regression equations ütted to felled
tree data were used with standing tree measurements to predict standing tree volumes. The differ-
ence between the true tree volume, obtained from felled tree measurements, and the predicted vol-
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ume based on standing tree measurements were computed for each sample tree. To illustrate the

procedure, let us consider the combined variable equation:

17 = ßo + ß,1>2h
where:

V estimates the true tree vo1ume(V).

The difference, V- V, gives the residuals for the fitted model and the residual variance will be called
the fitting variance.

The above fitted model is then used to predict standing tree volumes using the standing tree meas-
urements that were taken before the trees were felled. Let D, and h, denote standing DBH and
merchantable height measurements respectively. When these measurements are substituted in the
above fitted model we get:

The difference, V- iz, gives prediction error. The average prediction error is a measure of bias, and
the variance of the prediction errors will be called the prediction variance. It is imperative to con-
sider these two procedures because they do not provide the same results. Models may fit very weH
to the sample tree data but their predictive ability can be judged better from the second procedure.
Worth mentioning is the fact that the bias in this case refers to the average residuals ( True value -
Predicted value ), and is equal in magnitude but different in sign from the conventional usage of
bias (Predicted value - True value). A positive bias implies an underestimation of tree volume, and
vice versa.

For each model, the bias and prediction variance were evaluated and compared. The results were
also be expressed on relative basis.
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An analytical examination of volume prediction errors.

hi this evaluation, we are concemed with individual contributions to total error by each predictor
variable,. that is, the total volume error was divided into various error components. To illustrate the
procedure, the following function types will be considered:

V ·= j(D,d,h)
V' = j(D°, d‘·h°)

= j[(D + 6D),(d+ 6d),(h + 6/1)]
where:

V = cubic foot volume without measurement error
V' = V+ 6 V

= cubic foot volume measurement with error
6V = Total volume error

V

D,d,h are DBH, upper diameter and merchantable height measurements on felled trees
without error.
6D, 6d, 6h are measurement errors of D, d and h respectively.

For each volume equation, the difference between V and V' gave the volume error, 6V. Biging (
1988 ) concluded that the total volume error comes mainly from measurement errors of the pre-
dictor variables, while model misspecification has little effect By algebraically solving for the differ-
ence, each error component can be evaluated, so that its contribution to total error can be assessed.
To illustrate the procedure, lets consider the case of the combined variable equation:

V = ßo + ß,D*h
V' = ß, + ß,[(D + 6D)'(h + 6h)]

= ,60 + ß,D2h +ß,(D*6h + 2Dh6D + 2D6D6h + 6DZh + 6D26h)
V- V' = 6V

= ß,(D'6h + 2Dh6D + 2D6D6h + 6D*h + 6D26h)

By this method the individual error components can be analysed. It is expected that the two ap-
proaches, empirical and analytical, should be comparable, that is, that the sum of the error com-
ponents, 6V, obtained for the analytical appoach will estimate closely the bias obtained by the
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empirical approach. To evaluate the contribution of the error of measurement of each attribute (
DBH, upper diameter and merchantable height), the error terms will be grouped by attribute. For
example, the contribution to prediction bias by merchantable height errors comes from the
ß,D*öh while the contribution by DBH comes from ß,(2DhöD + öD2h) and the cross product term
öD*6h, was considered as a joint contrbution by DBH and merchantable height errors.

The difference between the fitting and prediction variances is a function of measurement error var-
iances. The individual measurement error variances were evaluated after grouping the error terms
according to parameters as explained above. To further ellucidate the procedure, consider the DBH
error contribution to prediction bias (ERRDBH):

ERRDBH = ßI(2DhöD + öD2h)

Then, the variance contribution will be given by the expression:
VAR(ERRDBH) = VAR[ßl(2Dh6D + öD2h)]
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Descriptive analysis of data.

Notation.

The following notation will be used. Other notations specific to particular areas will be defined in
those areas. _

DBHF = Outside bark DBH measurement on felled tree.

DBHS = Outside bark DBH measurement on standing tree.

DBHI = Inside bark DBH measurement on felled tree.

DUF = Outside bark upper stem diameter measurement on felled tree.

DUS = Outside bark upper stem diameter measurement on standing tree.

DUI = Inside bark upper stem diameter measurement on felled tree.

MHTF = Merchantable height measurement on felled tree.

MHTP = Paced merchantable height measurement on standing tree.
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MHTT = Taped merchantable height measurement on standing tree.

THTF = Total height measurement on felled tree.

THTP = Paced total height measurement on standing tree. .

THTT = Taped total height measurement on standing tree.

VOB = Outside bark cubic foot volume.

VIB = Inside bark cubic foot volume.

Examinatiorz of data. ‘

DBH ranged from 5.8 to 20.6 inches (mean 12.25 inches); upper diameter ranged from 3.6 to 18.6
inches (mean 9.59 inches); merchantable height ranged from 11.5 to 53.6 feet (mean 30.26 feet);
total height ranged from 43.3 to 87.4 feet (mean 66.99 feet); measured outside bark volume ranged

from 3.10 to 64.00 cu-ft (mean 21.05 cu·ft); and measured inside bark volume ranged from 2.60 to
54.14 cu-ft (mean 17.78 cu-ft). The coeilicients of variation were 32.18%, 41.89%, 29.66%,

13.74%, 65.31% and 65.31% for DBH, upper diameter, merchantable height, total height, outside
bark volume and inside bark volume respectively. Descriptive statistics for these data are presented
in Table 2.**

*1 Four felled trees were not measured for total height while one standing tree was not measured for totalheight.
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics for white oak sample trees used in this study.

Variable N Standard Min. Max. CV(%) Standarddeviation value value error
DBHF(in.) 80 12.25 3.94 5.8 20.6 32.18 0.441DBHS(i11.) 80 12.34 3.94 5.8 20.7 31.89 0.440DBHI(in.) 80 11.26 3.62 5.3 19.1 32.13 0.405
DUF(in.) 80 9.59 4.02 3.6 18.6 41.89 0.449DUS(i11.) 80 9.41 3.97 3.4 19.4 42.23 0.444DUI(i¤.) ' 80 8.80 3.76 3.3 17.5 42.72 0.420
MHTF(ft.) 80 30.26 8.97 11.5 53.6 29.66 1.003MHTP(ft.) 80 29.86 9.23 10.3 53.6 30.89 1.032MHTT(ft.) 80 29.55 8.59 11.2 52.6 29.08 0.961
THTF(ft.) 76 66.99 9.21 43.3 87.4 13.74 1.056THTP(ft.) 79 69.12 9.94 44.6 92.1 14.38 1.1 18THTT(R.) 79 68.79 10.08 45.5 92.9 14.65 1.134
VOB(cu-ft) 80 21.05 13.75 3.1 64.0 65.31 1.537VIB(cu-R) 80 17.78 11.61 2.6 54.1 65.31 1.298
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Standing versus felled DBH.

DBH is said to be the easiest tree pa.rameter to measure, and to be the least subject to errors when
measured on standing trees, if the point of measurement ( 4.5 ft or 1.3 m above the ground ) is re-
spected. However, in normal inventory practice, few crews actually measure the location of the
breast height point before measuring DBH. Consequently, measurements will either be taken above
or below the true point. Although the main objective of this study was not to evaluate DBH
measurement errors, for the sake of comprehensiveness it was deemed necessary to look at DBH
errors. Since, theoretically, they should be minimal, evaluation of their effect should serve as a
yardstick on which errors in the other variables can be compared.

Notation.

The following notation will be used to define DBH errors:

ERR(DBH) = DBHS-DBHF or DBH error.
BlAS(DBH) = ERR(DBH) or DBH Bias.
VAR(DBH) = ERR(DBH) variance.
STD(DBI-I) = ./ VAR(DBH)

= Standard deviation of ERR(DBH).
MSE(DBI-I) = BlAS(DBH)* + VAR(DBH)

= Mean squared error of ERR(DBH).
RMSE(DBI-I) = ./MSE(DBH)

= Root mean squared error of ERR(DBH).

DBH errors will also be expressed as a percent of mean tree DBH using the following notation:

ERR(DBH)% = [w1ge@.]..„„
DBHF
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BIAS DBBIAS(DBH)%DBHF

= Bias of DBH expressed as a percentage of mean DBHF.
STD DBSTD(DBI—I)%DBHF

= Standard deviation of DBH errors as a percentage of mean DBHF.

RMSE DBRMSE(DBH)‘Vo = []><lOODBHF

= Root mean squared error of DBH errors as a percentage of mean

DBHF.

It will also be informative to express DBH errors in relative terms, that is, each DBH error as a
percent of its target value, rather than as a percent of the average DBH obtained in the sample.
The following notation will be adopted:

= DBHS — DBHFRERR(DBH) DBHF ]>< 100
= Error of DBH measurements expressed as a percentage of actual

DBH.
RBIAS(DBH) = RERR(DBH)
RVAR(DBH) = Variance of RERR(DBH).
RSTD(DBH) = „/RVAR(DBI—I)

= Standard deviation of RERR(DBH).
R_MSE(DBH) = RBlAS(DBH)* + RVAR(DBH)

= Mean squared error of RERR(DBH).
RRMSE(DBH) = ,/R_MSE(DBH)

= Root mean squared error of RERR(DBH).

Plots of DBHS versus DBHF, DBH errors versus DBHF, and relative DBH errors versus DBHF

are shown in Figures 1 and 2 respectively. Figure 1 shows a strong linear trend between DBHS and
DBHF.
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Figure l. Standing tree DBH vs. felled tree DBH.
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The sample correlation coeücient of 0.999 between DBHS and DBHF further indicates the
strength of this relationship. Examination of Figure 2a reveals no particular trend in DBH errors
with increasing DBHF. The sample correlation coefiicient of -0.0648 between ERR(DBH) and
DBHF, and -0.2425 between RERR(DBH) and DBHF further indicates that DBH errors seem to
be random in character and uncorrelated with DBH. However, the plot of RERR(DBH) versus
DBH seem to show some slight trend. Relative DBH errors seem to be decreasing as DBH in-
creases ( Figure 2b ).

A relative bias (RBIAS(DBH)) of 0.85%, a relative standard deviation (RSTD(DBH)) of 1.52%,
and a relative root mean squared error (RRMSE(DBH)) of 1.75% were obtained ( Table 3 ). All
are small and all are slightly larger than when expressed relative to mean tree DBH. A more com-
plete summary of the error statistics and correlation coefficients and covariances between errors and
DBH are in Tables 10 an 11 (Appendix B) respectively. The positive bias suggests that DBH
measurement on standing trees tended to overestimate felled DBH slightly.

Notation. ‘

Notation similar to that defined for DBH errors will be used to denote upper diameter errors:

ERR(DUS) = DUS-DUF
= upper diameter measurement error.

121.4$(0Us)
upper diameter measurement bias.

VAR(DUS) = Variance of ERR(DUS).
STD(DUS) = Standard deviation of ERR(DUS).
MSE(DUS) = BIAS(DUS)* + VAR(DUS)

= Mean squared error of ERR(DUS).
RMSE(DUs)=

Root mean squared error of ERR(DUS).
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Table 3. Bias, standard deviation, and root mean square error for DBH, upper diameter, merchantahleand total height for white oak.

Variable Error _ 1
RMSEvariable .As a percent of mean tree parameter and in relative percentage terms

DBH _ ERR(DBH)% 0.73 1.32 1.51 ‘· RERR(DBH) ’ _ 0.85 _ 1.52 1.75 '
DUS ERR(DUS)% -1.85 _ 9.43 9.61 -A RERR(DUS) -1.47 ‘ 9.67 9.78l
MHTP ERR(MHTP)% -1.31 7.62 . 7.73 .RERR(MHTP) -1.50 7.13 7.29' MHTT ‘ERR(MH'IT)% -2.35 4.65 5.21 _RERR(MHT1“) __ _ -2.16 4.18 4.70
THTP ERR(THTP)% . 2.59 10.15 10.47RERR(THTP) 2.88 10.08 10.48
THTP ERR(THTT)% 1.79 11.06 10.22 _RERR(THTI') 2.05 10.13 10.33

In units in which variables were measured=
in

DBH(i11.) ERR(DBH) 0.09 0.1619 0.1853
DUS(in.) ERR(DUS) -0.1775 0.9041 0.9214
MHTP(ft.) ‘ ERR(MHTP) Ü

-0.395 _ 2.3068 2.3404 E
MH’I’l“(ft.) ERR(MH'I'1") -0.7113

I
1.4072 _ 1.5767

THTP(ft.) ERR(THTP) 1.7347 6.7976 7.0154
THTP(ft.) ERR(TH'I'1“) 1.1987 ‘ .

6.7392 6.8449 .
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Upper diameter errors will also be expressed as a percent of mean tree upper diameter using the
following notation:

ERR(DUS)% = []><l00DUF
BIAS DUBIAS(DUS)% = |;———l...;j|><l00DUF

_ = Bias or ERR(DUS) expressed as a percentage of mean DUF.

STD DUSTD(DUS)% = :|x100DUF
= Standard deviation of ERR(DUS) expressed as a percentage of meanDUF. ‘

RMSE DURMSE(DUS)% = |i-—¥)- ]><l00DUF
= Root mean squared error of ERR(DUS) expressed as a percentage of

mean DUF.

Upper diameter errors will also be expressed relative to felled upper diameter using the following
notation:

_ DUS — DUFRERR(DUS) DUF ]><l00
= Error of upper diameter measurement expressed as a percentage of

actual upper diameter.
RBlAS(DUS) = RERR(DUS)

= Bias of RERR(DUS).
RVAR(DUS) = Variance of RERR(DUS).

RSTD(DUS) = ,/RVAR(DUS)
= Standard deviation of RERR(DUS).

R__MSE(DUS) = RBIAS(DUS)*+ RVAR(DUS)
= Mean squared error of RERR(DUS).

RRMSE(DUS) = „/R_MSE(DUS)
= Root mean squared error of RERR(DUS).
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The plot of DUS versus DUF ( Figure 3 ), shows a strong linear relationship between these
measurements. A sample correlation coeiiicient of 0.974 between DUS and DUF measurements
further confirms this observation. Plots of upper diameter errors (ERR(DUS)) versus DUF and
relative upper diameter errors (RERR(DUS) versus DUF appear in Figure 4. There is no notice-
able trend of ERR(DUS) with felled upper diameter(DUF). The low sample correlation coeflicients
of -0.1592 between ERR(DUS) and DUF and -0.0950 between RERR(DUS) and DUF, further
confirms this observation. Plots of upper diameter errors versus felled merchantable height
(MHTF) and RERR(DUS) versus MHTF appear in Figure 5. There are no particular trend of
ERR(DUS) or RERR(DUS) with increasing felled merchantable height(MHTF). This might
suggest that the errors in upper diameter measurement are uncorrelated with either upper diameter
or merchantable height. Van Laar ( 1968 ) found that the error of upper diameter measurement
with the Spiegel relascope were negatively correlated with upper diameter but uncorrelated with the
Liljenstroms dendrometer measurements.

Evaluation for accuracy revealed a relative bias(RBIAS(DUS)) of -1.47%, a relative standard
deviation(RSTD(DUS)) 9.67%, and a relative root mean squared error(RRMSE(DUS)) of 9.78%
( Table 3 ). A complete statistical summary result has been included in Appendix B.

The slight negative bias indicates that upper diameters measured with the optical dendrometer re-
sulted in an underestimation of the felled upper diameter. However, the two types of measure-
ments, tape and dendrometer measurements are not strictly comparable. Also, since an optical

dendrometer is a caliper, our comparison of tape and optical dendrometer measurements is con-
founded by the error caused by the use of two different instruments, for reasons discussed in Ap-
pendix D

A caliper could have been used to avoid such instrument differences, but the use of the tape and

optical dendrometer is advantageous too, because it does mimic the use of these instruments and
measurements taken by them in inventory operations.
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Standing versus felled merchantable height measurements.

Merchantable height measurements were obtained from gradient measurements with the Suunto
clinometer as described in Chapter 3. In this study, slope distance was paced in order to study the
effect of pacing as an alternative to taping. For each tree a paced merchantable height and a taped
merchantable height were measured on the standing tree. After felling, the merchantable height was
measured with a tape.

Notation.

The following notation will be used to denote merchantable height measurement errors.
ERR(MHTT) = MHTT·MHTF or taped merchantable error.
BIAS(MHTT) = ERR(MHTT) or MHTT bias.
VAR(MHTT) = Variance of BRR(MHTT).
STD(MHTT) = ./ VAR(MHT'I’)

= Standard deviation of ERR(MHTT).
MSE(MHTT) = BIAS(MHTT)“ + VAR(MHTT)
RMSE(MHTT) = ./MSE(MHTT)

= Root mean squared error of ERR(MHTT).

The following notation will be used to express merchantable height errors as a percent of mean
felled merchantable height(MHTF):

ERR(MHT’I’)% = [ ]>«100MHTF

BIAS MH
BlAS(MHTT)% = ]><l00MHTF

= Bias of MHTT expressed as a percentage of mean MHTF.
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STD MHSTD(MHTT)%MH
TF

= Standard deviation of ERR(MHTT) expressed as a percentage of
mean MHTF.

- „/MSE MHRMSE(MHT'I)% = xl00MHTF
. = Root mean squared error of ERR(MHTT) expressed as a percentage

of mean MHTF.

The following notation will be used to express merchantable height errors relative to felled
merchantable height(MHTF):

= MHTT — MHTFRERR(MHTT) MHTF ]xl00 n
= Error of MHTT expressed as a percntage of actual MHTF.

RBIAS(MHTT) = RERR(MHTT)

= Bias of ERR(MHTT) expressed as a percentage of actual MHTF.

RVAR(MHTT) = Variance of RERR(MHTT).

RSTD(MHTT) = „/RVAR(MHTT)

= Standard deviation of ERR(MHTT) expressed as a percentage of
MHTF.

A

R_MSE(MHTT) = RBIAS(MHTT)* + RVAR(MHTT)

= Mean squared error of ERR(MHTT) expressed as a percentage of
MHTF.

RRMSE(MHTT) = „/RMSE(MHTT)

= Root mean squared error of ERR(MHTT)
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expressed as a percentage of MHTF.

A similar notation for paced merchantable height errors and relative errors can be obtained by
substituting MHTP for MHTT in the above notation. For example, ERR(MHTT) will become
ERR(MHTP) and so on.

Plots of MHTT versus MHTF and ERR(MHTT) versus MHTF are presented in Figures 6 and 7
respectively. Figure 6 reveals a strong linear trend between MHTT and MHTF. This is also shown
by the high sample correlation coeiiicient of 0.988 between MHTT and MHTF. A tendency for
negative errors is apparent in Figure 7, which indicates a slight underestimation of felled
merchantable height. A correlation coellicient of -0.3434 was obtained between ERR(MHTT) and
MHTF indicating a weak relationship, though it is stronger than the diameter relationships exam-
ined above. Plots for paced merchantable height appear in Figures 8 and 9. A plot of MHTP versus
MHTF ( Figure 8 ) indicates a linear relationship. A sample correlation coefiicient of 0.968 be-
tween MHTP and MHTF indicates a strong linear relationship between these measurements. A
plot of ERR(MHTP) versus MHTF ( Figure 9 ) indicates some slight spread as merchantable
height increases.

This might be an indication that the precision of paced measurements decreases with increasing
height. A very slight correlation coeiiicient of -0.0174 was obtained between ERR(MHTP) and
MHTF. This is quite a bit lower than the correlation between ERR(MHTT) and MHTF. The
reason for this is not clear.

A relative bias (RBIAS(MHTP)) of -1.50% with a relative standard deviation (RSTD(MHTP))
of 7.13% and a relative root mean squared error (RRMSE(MHTP)) of 7.29% were obtained for
paced merchantable height, while -2.16%, 4.18% and 4.70% were obtained for taped merchantable
height for the respective statistics ( Table 3 ). Detailed summary statistics for paced and taped
merchantable height errors are in Appendix B. Both results show negative bias which indicates a
tendency to underestimate merchantable height on the standing tree. Taped measurements had a
lower RMSE than paced measurements.
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Standing total height versus felled total height.

Paced and taped total heights were measured for the same reason as for paced and taped
merchantable heights. A similar notation for total height errors (paced or taped), can be derived
from the notation used for taped merchantable height by substituting ’MHTT’ with ’THTT’ for
taped total height errors and ’THTP’ for paced total height errors.

Plots of taped and paced total heights and error plots appear in Appendix A. No noticeable trends
or patterns have been detected for both measurement errors (Appendix A). This contrasts with the
results Schmid and others ( 1971 ) and Bell and Groman ( 1971 ) who observed some increasing
trend of height measurement errors with total height. However, this might depend on the instru-
ments used or the heights of the trees in the sample. A correlation coefiicient of -0.1739 for taped
measurement errors and -0.1868 for paced measurement errors indicate that the relationship be-
tween the errors and felled total height are not very strong. Correlation coeflicients of 0.752 a.nd
0.759 were obtained between THTP and THTF and THTT and THTF respectively. The re-
lationship between standing and felled total height measurements are not as strong as for
merchantable height measurements ( Appendix A ).

ii
Biases are opposite in sign from those of merchantable height and the root mean squared errors are
quite a bit higher.

Accuracy testing.

Accuracy can be evaluated when a new estimation procedure or measurement technique is com-
pared against an accepted standard. In this study, accuracy testing involved testing DBHS, DUS
and MHTT and MHTP measurements against DBHF, DUF and MHTP respectively. In addition,
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paced and taped merchantable height measurements were tested in which taped merchantable
height is used as a standard. To do this, the procedures proposed by Freese ( 1960 ), Reynolds (
1984 ) and Gregoire and Reynolds ( 1988 ) seemed appealing. These procedures are sensitive to
failure of normality assumption, hence the first step was to test for normality. The errors
ERR(DBH), ERR(DUS), ERR(MHTP) and ERR(MHTT) were computed and a test for
normality carried out using the ANDERSON-DARLING ( A-D) test ( Stephens 1974 ). An
cz·level of 0llO gives a critical value for the test statistic of 0.656 ( Stephens 1974 ). The computed
A·D test statistics were 2.4163 for ERR(DBH), 0.3835 for ERR(DUS), 2.4179 for ERR(MHTT),
0.71091 for ERR(MHTP) and 1.44395 for the difference between paced and taped measurements.
These values are in excess of the A-D value of 0.656 ( except for ERR(DUS) ) at the 10%
ez-level, indicating that the error distributions are not likely to be normal. Normal probability plots
for the results have been included in Appendix A. In this case, an evaluation of accuracy may lead
to misleading conclusions ( Reynolds 1984; Gregoire and Reynolds 1988 ). The accuracy -testing
procedure was therefore limited by the non-normality of the errors.
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Results for fitted volume equations.

Volume equatious selected.

The volume equations used for fittiug the sample data were derived from equatioris described im the
literature review. The reasoris for the choice of these equations is explained in Chapter 3. The
equatiori forms selected are as followsz

V=ß0l+ßl1Dgbh [A]
V= ßoz + ßl2Dobd0bh [B]

_ dob 2V- Boa + ßis ßzsßobh + ßssßobdobh [C]
V= ßo4 + ß14D§bh + ß24Bo1»dobh [D]
V= ßos + ßwdgbh [B]
V= ß06 + ßl6D§bh + ß26D0bdobh + ß36h2 [B]

[G11
V= ßos + ß16[D§b + däblh [G2]
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V=ßO9+ßl9D§b+ß29% [H]ob
where:

V = Merchantable cubic foot volume;
D„,, = diameter at breast height, outside bark, in inches;
d„,, = upper stem diameter outside bark in inches;
h = merchantable height in feet;
ßU are coefiicients to be estimated.

The equations above are the same as equations [27] to [35] in Chapter 3 but have been repeated
above for case of discussion. Equations [32] and [33], denoted as [Gl] and [G2] respectively were
found to givesimilar results. Form [G2] will be used in this study and will be denoted henceforth
as model [G].

Examination of models for fit.

Linear regression techniques were employed to fit outside and inside bark volume equations to the
sample data. Parameter estimates for the models are displayed in Table 4.

The models were evaluated for fit based on the following statistics: adjusted coeflicient of determi-
nation (R} ), root mean squared (RMSE), sum of square residual (SSR) and the prediction sum
of square residual (PRESS). RMSE is expressed as a percentage of mean outside bark volume for

outside bark results and as a percentage of mean inside bark volume for inside bark results. Results
for these statistics are shown in Table 5. The models have been ranked separately on the basis of
each of these statistics. The lower the rank, the better the performance of the model for that sta-
tistic.
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Table 4. Estimated regression coefficients and standard errors(in parenthesis) for the volume equationsfit to the data.

Mvdel ßo ßt ßz ßs
For outside bark volume

A 0.1759 0.00430
(0.5826) (0.0001) '

B ~ 0.82201 0.00538
(0.2991) (0.00007)

C 2.0645 -2.2508 0.00087 0.00438’ (1.7379) (2.3155) (0.0003) (0.0005)
D 0.39215 0.00117 0.00399

(0.2453) (0.0002) (0.0002)
E 3.04849 0.00604

(0.7467) (0.0002)
F 0.3972 0.00117 0.00399 -0.00001' (0.3616) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0004)
G 0.30570 0.002648

(0.2303) (0.00002)
H 13.2153 0.13271 -18.51081

(3.8479) (0.0067) (5.5116) _

For inside bark volume ·
A -0.102772 0.00437

(0.04893) (0.0001)
B 0.71037 0.005386

(0.2659) (0.00007)
C 1.01239 -1.10776 0.00120 0.00400(1.2872) (1.7186) (0.0030) (.0004)
D 0.19233 0.00137 0.00378

(0.1951) (0.0002) (0.0002)
E 2.86116 0.00593

(2.8612) (0.0059)
F 0.39005 0.00156 0.00356 -0.00029(0.2786) (0.0002) (0.0003) (0.0003)
G 0.177531 0.002662

(0.1855) (0.00002)
H 9.97943 0.13171 -13.97089 ‘

(3.1898) (0.0071) (4.6209)
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Table 5. Fit statistics for the volume equations. Ranks are shown in parenthesis.

RMSE(%) SSR PRESS
Outside bark

A 0.9582(6) 13.36(6) 616.5043(6) 664.9975(6)
B 0.9882(5) 7.09(5) 173.4890(5) l83.32l5(5)
C 0.9926(3) 5.62(3) l06.3108(2) l25.6907(3)
D ’ 0.9926(2) 5.62(2) 107.6324(4) l23.3726(2)
E 0.9183(7) l8.67(7) 1204.3965(7) 1292. 1532(7)
F ‘ 0.9925(4) 5.65(4) 107.63l9(3) 126.5524(4)
G 0.9932(1) 5.37(1) 99.6120(1) 106.7144(l)
H 0.8457(8) 25.65(8) 2245.3553(8) 2552.0l00(8)

Inside bark
A 0.9594(6) l3.l5(6) 426.7269(6) 459.4260(6)
B 0.9870(5) 7.46(5) 137.1480(5) l45.9068(5)
C 0.9935(4) 5.25(4) 66.2828(3) 80.3567(4)
D 0.9936(2) 5.23(2) 66.6452(4) 77.1 195(2)
E 0.9089(7) 19.71(7) 957.91 14(7) 1026.8380(7)
F 0.9936(3) 5.23(3) 65.7890(2) 79.7248(3)
G 0.9939(1) 5.1 l( 1) 64.2989( 1) 68.8913(1)
H 0.8338(8) 26.62(8) 1724.5950(8)· 1975.9540(8)
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Results for outside bark show that R} ranges from 0.8457 for model H to 0.9932 for model G;
RMSE ranges from 1.130 cu-ft for model G to 5.4000 cu-ft for model H; SSR ranges from 99.6120
for model G to 2245.3553 for model H and PRESS ranges from 106.7104 for model G to 2552.01
for model H. Since the rankings appear to follow a certain pattern*2, a detailed discussion for each
statistic is unnecessary. Also, models B, C, D, F and G, though ranked differently for R}, performed
almost equally (R} is about 0.99 ) for both outside and inside bark volumes. In addition, the RMSE,
SSR and PRESS for models C, D and F are just slightly different for both outside and inside bark
volumes, so that the rankings are based on very minute differences that could be ignored.

Model A, the combined variable model, performed better than models E and H and ranked sixth
for all statistics. Studentized residual plots for the model are shown in Figure 10. The plot of
studentized residuals versus DBH shows a nonrandom trend in relation to the zero line ( Figure
10a ). Errors are very close to zero for trees with small DBH and tend to increase with increasing
DBH. Thus, one would suspect a condition whereby error variance is not constant but increases
with increasing tree size. Some discemible trends can be noted also in Figure 10b. Large volume
trees are overpredicted as indicated by the negative residuals. The characteristic shape is similar to
that of Figure 10a. The model showed a poor fit for some trees.

Model B performed better than model A for all the statistics considered. Its R} was just slightly
better, however, a considerable reduction in RMSE from 13.36 to 7.09% ( about 46.9% reduction
) was observed, as well as a reduction in SRR and PRESS ofabout 71.9% and 72.43% respectively.
It ranked fifth for all the fit statistics. Residual plots for this model indicate similar trends as for
model A. ( Appendix C ). However, the spreading tendency is apparent for the plot of residuals
versus DBH whereas, the plots for residuals versus upper diameter and residuals versus predicted
volume do not indicate very marked trends. An indication of a poor fit for large trees was also noted
as for model A.

*2 For example, a model with a higher R} has lower RMSE, SSR and PRESS and performs better t.han onewith a lower R}
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Models C, D and F showed very slight ditferences in performance with regards to the statistics
considered. The second, third and fourth ranks are interchangeably occupied by these models. For
example, model C is just slightly better than model D for SSR for outside and inside bark volumes.
The R} and RMSE for models C and D are the same for outside bark volumes, and just slightly
better than those for model F. Model D ranks better than models C and F except for SSR, for both
outside and inside bark volumes. The models performed better than models A, B, E and H for all
statistics. When compared with model A, a sizeable reduction in RMSE for outside bark volume
and for inside bark volume was noticed. Also, SSR and PRESS statistics are reduced to around
one-sixth and one-fifth the value for model A. The plots of residuals versus DBH, and versus pre-
dicted volume show increasing spread for the three models and for upper diameter for model D only
( Appendix C ). For models C and F, the trend is not evident for the plots of residuals versus upper
diameter. Again these models showed a poor lit for large trees as stated earlier. The correlations
among the variables in these models is quite high ( in absolute value ) as seen in Table 12 ( Ap-
pendix B ). Strong correlation is an indication of near linear dependency, which can inflate the
standard errors of the coeilicient estimates. Tests of significance of these coellicients are affected
by the estimated standard errors. The p-valuesß of -3-, Ddh and Dzh for model C are 0.3341, 0.0001
and 0.0135 respectively. The p-value of h2 for model F is 0.9848. For models D and F, the p-values
of Ddh and D}/1 are the same(0.000l).

Model E is the only model which excludes a DBH term. It has an R} of .9183, which is lower than
that of model A and higher than that of model H. It performed poorer than all but model H for
all the lit statistics considered. When compared with model A, there is a 39.7% increase in RMSE,
and a near doubling of SSR and PRESS. This indicates an overall loss in performance ifwe use this
model. Plots of residuals versus upper diameter and residuals versus predicted volume show some
increasing tendencies ( Appendix C ).

13 A p-value is the pi-cbability or observing a value of the test statistic ( t-statistic in this case ) larger than thevalue obtained if the null hypothesis is true. Here, the null hypothesis is that the coetlicient is zero.
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Model G performed better than all the other models for all measures of fit considered. Compared
to model A, its R} is slightly higher, the RMSE is reduced by nearly 60%, and a reduction in SSR
and PRESS to 16% (15% for inside bark volume) of the value for model A. Model D is probably
the closest in performance to this model except for SSR. The residual plots show the same in-
creasing trends ( Appendix C ) as has been remarked for the other models.

Model H uses only DBH and merchantable height as predictor variables. Its had the lowest RZ
(0.8457) and performed worse than all the other models for all statistics considered. RMSE nearly
doubles, and SSR and PRESS nearly quadruples when compared with the values for model A.
Hence, there is a considerable loss in performance with this model. The residual plots show some
increasing trends ( Appendix C ) as has been remarked for the other models. The trend of residuals
versus upper diameter seems to be curvilinear indicating that a model term might be missing.

Results for inside bark models ( Table 5 ) diifer very slightly in the rankings from those observed
for outside bark volumes.

Examination ofmodels for prediction.

After fitting the models, it was deemed neccessary to evaluate them for their ability to predict vol-
ume on the basis of standing tree measurements. For each model, the bias, the standard deviation

of residuals ( as explained in Material and Methods section ) and the root mean squared error were
computed. Results for taped height measurements are shown in Table 6, while those for paced
height measurements are in Table 7. Fitting and prediction variances ( cf. Materials and Methods
) have also been included in Tables 6 and 7 for comparison.
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Table 6. Validation statistics for outside bark equations for taped measurements. Ranks are shown inparenthesis.

Model Pitting Prediction Standard mas};varlance variance deviatlonBlas, standard devlation and RMSE as a percentage of mean volumeA 7.9039 9.4755 1.03( 1) 14.62(6) 14.66(6)B
1

2.2242 7.2063 3.20(7) l2.75(5) 13.14(5)C 1.3988 5.5811 2.61(2) 11.22(4) 11.52(4)D
l

1.3978 5.4776 2.65(5) 1 1.12(2) 1 1.43(2)E 15.4409 23.2145 4.57(8) 22.89(7) 23.33(7)F 1.4162 5.5437 2.65(4) 11.19(3) 11.49(3)G 1.2771 5.4745 2.64(3) 11.12( 1) l1.42( 1)H 29.1605 27.8570 -3.05(6) 25.07(8) 25.26(8)
Relative statlstlcs(%)A 1.980 -2.048(6) 1.407(6) 2.485(6)B 1.508 1.488(5) 1.228(5) 1.929(5)C 0.931 1.083(1) 0.965(3) 1.451(1)D 0.929 l.391(3) 0.964(2) 1.692(3)E 7.222 -2.049(7) 2.687(7) 3.379(7)F _ .940 1.384(2) 0.970(4) 1.690(2)

BG
0.882 1.461 (4) 0.939(1) 1.737(4)H 10.135 -11.749(8) 3.184(8) 12.173(8)
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Table 7. Validation statistics for outside bark equations for paced measurements. Ranks are shown inparenthesis.

Fitting Prediction ü Standard RMSEvariance variance deviation
Blas, standard deviation and RMSE as a percentage of mean volume

A 7.9039 . 13.4232 0.80(1) l7.4l(6) 17.42(6)
B l

2.2242 8.5736 3.23(6) 13.91(5) 14.28(5)
C 1.3988 7.6660 2.59(3) 13.15(4) 13.4 1 (4)
D l

1.3978 7.5315 2.61(5) 13.04(1) 13.30(1)
E 15.4409 23.8253 4.78(7) 23.19(7) 23.67(7)
F 1.7516 7.6229 2.6l(4) 13.12(3) 13.37(3)
G 1.2771 7.5957 2.59(2) 13.09(2) 13.35(2)
H 29.1605 27.8570 ·3.05(6) 25.07(8) 25.26(8)

Relative statisties(%)
A3.228B

1.595 1.005(5) 1.263(5) 1.614(5)
C 1.363 0.483(1) 1.168(4) 1.263(1)
D 1.255 0.757(3) 1.120(1) 1.352(2)
E 6.896 -2. 1 52(6) 2.626(7) 3.395(6)
F

1
1.270 0.752(2) 1.127(2) 1.355(3)

G 1.275 0.789(4) 1.129(3) 1.377(4)
H 10.135 -11.749(8) 3.184(8) 12.173(8)
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Prediction vaiiances are generally greater than fitting variances, as expected, because they reflect the
added variance introduced by measurement errors; the reverse for model H is puzzling. For the best
fitting models ( C, D, F and G ), prediction variance was about quadrupled, although on relative
basis it is still less than 1% for taped measurements and less than 1.5% for paced measurements.
The combined variable model showed less of an increase in variance, but on relative terms predic-
tion variance is about 2%. Both models E and H are considerably worse. Model B was very similar
to models C, D and F for the fitting, seems to give different results for prediction.

Evaluation of prediction performance depends on whether we look at bias, standard deviation and
RMSE as a percentage of mean volume or whether we look at relative values. The discussion here
is on relative basis because this gives larger weight to a unit cubic foot error in a smaller tree than
a larger tree. Equivalently, a 1% relative error is weighted equally regardless of whether it occurs
on a smaller or larger tree.

Bias is negative for models A, E and H, but positive for all others. Model C has the least bias. Bias
for models B, D, F and G are close. The bias of model E is almost equal to that of model A for
taped measurements, but worse for paced.

Model C is the best, based on RMSE, closely followed by models D, F and G; while Model A is
about 1% poorer and model E 2% poorer. For paced, model E is better than model A by RMSE.
Model H is poorest for all the criteria used for the comparison.
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Impact of l7l€(lSlli"€H”l€llt €i"i’Oi’S Oil the (lCClll'aC_]7 of volume

estimation.

The description and notation for this procedure has been given in the Chapter 3. The aim is to
examine analytically the contribution of each predictor variable to total volume error. In the case
of the combined variable equation, five error components were obtained ( Chapter 3 ). The error
components for the remaining equations were obtained similarly. In some there were many error
terms ( twelve for model D and fourteen for models C and F, etc, ). However, the error terms of
the second degree or squared error terms and cross product terms contributed little to total error.
The results were thus grouped into the following error components:

• Error contribution from DBH measurement error(ERRDBH) only.

• Error contribution from merchantable height measurement error(ERRMHTT
or ERRMHTP) only.

• Error contribution from upper diameter measurement error(ERRDUS) only.

• Error contribution from a interaction of DBH, upper diameter and merchantable height
measurement errors(ERRINT).

The contribution of each error component to bias is expressed in Tables 8 and 9 as a percentage
of the bias shown in Tables 6 and 7. The contribution of an error component to prediction variance
is expressed in Tables 8 and 9 as a percentage of the difference between the prediction variance and
fitting variance in Tables 6 and 7.

DBH error contribution to bias was negative for all models except model H. This indicates that
DBH errors tended to cause an overestimation of tree volumes. Its positive bias seen earlier (
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Table 8. Bias and variance contributions to prediction error by component type for taped measurements.

MODEL ERRDBH ERRMHTT ERRDUS ERRINT
Blas contributions(%)

A -145.73 241.58 3.81
B -29.00 75.59 46.43 0.64
C l -38.21 94.88 40.78 0.42
D -41.33 93.11 41.53 0.17
E E

47.83 55.09 4.90
F -41.40 93.18 41.53 0.03
G -34.61 94.56 52.78 12.73
H 61.98 39.18 -0.62

Variance contributions(%).
A 22.65 44.79 0.07
B 2.76 13.27 75.09 0.15
C 3.92 16.41 49.27 0.12
D 4.67 16.72 51.76 0.10
E · 7.55 156.21 0.28
F 4.62 16.51 49.74 0.10
G 3.18 16.55 56.99 0.29
H 14.80 133.54 0.04
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Table 9. Bias and variance contributions to prediction error by component type for paced measurements.
Moom. ERRDBH ERRDUS ERRINT

Bias contributions(%)
A -188.08 293.28 5.87
B -28.71 74.043 45.96 1.16
C -38.52 93.68 41.10 0.73
D

l
-45.08 99.16 45.30 0.62

E 47.35 52.66 3.71
F

1
-45.09 99.23 45.29 0.58

G -35.29 94.21 53.81 12.73
H 61.98 39.18 -0.62

Variance contributions(%).
A 6.45 56.24 0.05
B 2.17 45.67 58.92 0.39
C 2.62 32.73 32.19 0.26
D 3.11 49.10 33.55 0.22
E 28.64 144.83 0.90
F 3.25 51.25 34.96 0.23
G 2.11 48.08 37.86 0.33
H 14.80 133.54 0.04
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Chapter 4 ) was also an indication of this tendency. Model B has the least contribution; model A
reveals the largest contribution while models C, D and F are very close. Model G closely follows
model B. A similar pattern is seen for paced measurements. For models A, D and F, DBH bias is
higher for paced measurements than for taped while bias is almost the same for models B,_ C and
G for both measurement methods. Model H has the same results regardless of the method since
merchantable height was not used in the model.

Merchantable height error contributions to bias are more than twice those for DBH for models B,
C, D F and G and above 1.5 times that of DBH for model A for both measurement methods. The
biases are positive for all models indicating a tendency towards underestimation. Merchantable
height bias is higher for models A, D and F for paced measurements than taped and almost the
same for models B, C, E and G for both measurement methods.

Upper diameter error contributions to bias are almost the same (in absolute value) as those for
DBH for models C, D and F. Model H has the least contribution in terms of ERR(DUS) and
model E has the highest. Bias contribution for model H is greater than that of ERR(DUS). Upper
diameter bias is higher for models D, E and F for paced measurements than for taped and almost
the same for models B, C and G for both methods.

Dbh error variance ranged from 2.76% for model B to 22.65% for model A for taped measurements
and from 2.11% for model G to 14.80% for model H for paced measurements. Variances for
models B to G are very close for both measurement methods while those for models A and H are
very high. DBH variances for paced measurements are higher than those for taped measurements
for all models. F

Merchantable height error variance ranged from 7.55% for model E to 44.79% for model A for
taped measurements and from 28.64% to 56.24% for paced measurements for the same models.
Merchantable height variances are close for models C, D, F and G for taped measurements.
Merchantable height variances are higher than DBH variances for all models and for both methods.
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MHTP error variances are more than triple MHTT error variances for all models ( Tables 8 and 9
).

Upper diameter error variances are higher than merchantable height error variances for taped
measurements. However, DUS error variances are lower than MHTP error variances for models
C, D, F and G. DUS error variances for taped measurements are higher than those for paced.

The interaction term (ERRINT) contributed very little to total bias and variance for all models
except model G ( Tables 8 and 9 ).
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Discussion of tree measurement results.

Standing versus felled DBH measurements.

The positive bias obtained for DBH ( Table 3 ) suggest that DBH measurement on standing trees
tended to overestimate felled DBH. Since both measurements were obtained using a tape, the bias
carmot be attributable to the instrument or to the departure of the stem cross-sectional shape from
circularity. It could have resulted from taking readings below the true breast height (4.Sft.) on
standing trees or to tilting of the tape at the breast height point. Loetsch and others (1973) stated
three possible sources of measurement errors with girth tapes, viz, tilting or canting of the tape,
non-observance of the measurement height and errors due to contact pressure. The first error may
occur if the tape is correctly hooked to the measurement point but is lead around the tree in such
a manner that one half of the circumference is below, while the other is above the measuring plane.
The second source of error can be observed if repeated measurements of DBH are taken on the
same stem, using the same instrument. Variability in the results will be obtained due to the place-
ment of the measurement device at positions other than breast height ( Gregoire, Zedaker and
Nicholas 1988 ). When Tischendorf (1927) in Loetsch and others (1973) made repeated measure-
ments of DBH with a caliper in a Douglas·fir stand, he obtained positive basal area errors whenever
DBH was measured below 1.30 m and correspondingly negative basal area errors whenever meas-
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urements were taken above 1.30 m. Displacement of the tape may occur above as well as below the
measurement plane so that the error has a more random character ( Loetsch et al. 1973 ). The third
source is unlikely to be serious with girth tapes. Instead, the tendency is towards not holding the
tape tight enough against the tree resulting in positive bias. The results emanating from this study
indicated a positive bias, whose source we cannot clearly identify. It is possibly the result of a
combination of the above sources of error. Very often, this bias has been ignored in many investi-
gations. Even if the error is small, it is still worthwhile knowing how small it is. Moreover, it is not
the size of the error that matters but the impact it has on volume prediction. The two may not be
commensurate.

Standing versus felled upper diameter measurements.

The negative bias for upper diameter measurements on standing trees ( Table 3 ) indicated that
upper diameters measured with the optical dendrometer were less than the felled upper diameter
measurement, on average. However, the two types of measurements, tape and dendrometer meas-
urements are not strictly comparable. Measurements with the penta prism caliper will differ from
those obtained using a tape for the reasons discussed in Appendix D. When comparing penta prism
measurements with tape measurements, an additional problem of tree cross-sections arises. There-
fore, the results based on this study cannot be directly compared with either those ofWheeler ( 1962
) or Robbins and Young ( 1968 ) in which mechariical calipers were used instead of a tape. Fur-
thermore, the measurement conditions are also not comparable. Wheeler ( 1962 ) measured diam-
eters at a predetermined height (17.5 ft above the ground); Robbins and Young ( 1968 ) measured
trees on which measurement positions had been determined and marked with paint on the side
from which the optical measurements were to be taken. In this study, no measurement points were
marked on the tree before taking measurements. The point of upper diameter measurement was
defined as the point where the crown starts or where a large branch forms. Since no markings were
made at this point prior to felling the tree, it was possible that the point where the upper diameter
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was taken on the sta.nding tree was in error, too. This source of error is nearly unavoidable in
practice. Also, at the branching point, trees usually showed exagerated cross-sections that could not
be noticed on the standing tree. This could also result in errors.

Standing) versus felled merchantable height measurements.

Taped merchantable height appears to be more biased than paced measurements ( Table 3 ). The
reason for this is not apparent. Both heights were obtained from the same gradient measurements,
as described in Chapter 3, so the difference could arise only in the way the slope distances were
measured. For example, in the presence of undergrowth, the tape could not be properly laid on thel
slope. In some cases one had to struggle with the tape through this undergrowth and this could
probably lead to an inaccurate measurement of the slope distance. Pacing, on the other hand, in-
volved gaiting along the slope while counting paces. As long as a way through the woods, could
be made, the number of paces could be counted.

However, paced measurements seem to be less precise (RSTD(MHTP) = 7.13%) than taped
measurements (RSTD(MHTT) = 4.18%). The reason for this is probably due to the fact that
pacing on level terrain, uphill or downhill will vary a lot while taping under the same field condi-
tions will not vary very much. Overall, taped measurements were more accurate
(RRMSE(MHTT) = 4.70%) than paced measurements (RRMSE(MHTP) = 7.29%). The high
RRMSE(MHTP) for merchantable height is attributable to the larger variance incurred with pacing
slope distances.

It would be worthwhile comparing the results obtained in this study with results from other studies.
However, the comparison is difiicult since most of the errors in published reports were either eval-
uated in terms of standard error ( Loetsch et al. 1973 ), standard deviation ( Hunt 1959 ) or toler-
ance widths ( Rennie 1979 ), while either neglecting the bias component or trying to show that it
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is not signiiicant using statistical tests ( Bell and Groman 1971; Brickell 1979; Rennie 1979; Bell
and Gourley 1980 ). Furthermore, in some cases, the experimental conditions were such that labor
and errors were kept at a minimum ( Hunt 1959; Bell and Groman 1971 ). Because each of the
sources of error discussed in this study were not identified individually in earlier studies cited above,
it was not possible to make any comparison.

Standing versus felled total height measurements.

Most of the discussion for merchantable height error sources apply also to total height errors. In
fact all that has been said concerning merchantable height errors is true for total height errors. But
the degree to which these errors influence the accuracies of the two types of height measurementts
diifer. For example, wind sway will have more effect on total height measurement due to greater
movement of the tree top; the ambiguity of total height measurement may result in more blunders
when measuring flat-top trees; for a given tree and using the same spot to measure merchantable
and total heights, the vertical angle of observation will be greater for total height measurement than
for merchantable height, and so on. Therefore it is reasonable to expect total height errors to exceed

’ merchantable height errors for measurements made under the same conditions. Results for both
taped and paced total heights seem to differ only slightly. However, taped measurements seem to
be slightly less biased and slightly more precise than paced measurements. The bias is positive for
both methods ( Table 3 ) indicating that total height was overestimated using both methods. Such
overestimates may be due to the uncertainty in defrning the tree top, and for a hardwood tree of
35 m. and higher, it may be up to 10% ( Loetsch et al. 1973 ). This is the most prominent cause
of bias in height measurements ( Loetsch et al. 1973 ). Total height measurement are generally more
reliable for conifers with excurent branching than broad-leaved deciduous trees with deliquescent
branching pattern so that determination of total height for trees like oaks, elms, maples, etc. are of
little value and are seldom taken ( Husch et al. 1982 ). It might not be possible to compare the
results with those from previous investigators ( Hunt 1959; Rennie 1979; Brickell 1979; Bell and
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Gourley 1980; etc. ) as they used mostly conifers, whose tops are readily discernible unlike the white
oak trees used in this study. More discussion on sources of height measurement errors appears in
in Appendix D.
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Discussion of volume equations.

Discussion for fitting.

All models except model A had an upper diameter measurement included as a measure of form.
According to earlier investigations, this will lead to improvement on the volume estimates obtained.
However, striking results were obtained for models E and H which perforrned poorer than model
A. Model E has upper diameter and merchantable height as predictor variables while model H has
DBH and upper diameter. Both cases result in poorer performances, indicating a net loss in accu-
racy when either DBH or height is left out of the model. The fact that the other models provide a
better fit than model A reveals the importance of including a second diameter measurement into
the model which accounts for form. The fact that the studentized residual plots for the models
showed some increasing trends for the error variance is an indication of heterogeneity in the vari-
ances. This situation arises often in forestry. The application of ordinary least squares methods in
such a situation will result in coefiicient estimators that do not have mimimum variance and also
in biased estimators of variances of the estimated coefficients ( Gregoire and Dyer 1989 ). Evert (
1969b ) found the forrn-factor approach to preparing volume tables appealing not only because of
its simplicity, but also because he found that form accounted for variance heterogeneity. However,
the results of this study conflict with Evert’s ( 1969b ) findings in that model G, derived from his
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model (model 17), still showed heterogeneous variances as noted in the other models. However, this
model performed best for litting. Also, the fact that the model had only one predictor variable
makes it preferable to other models. It is interesting to note that model G was derived from Evert
(1969b) model (model 17), Schiffel (1899) and Alemdag (1978), models which were derived ana-
lytically based on solid geometry."

Models C and D are similar except that model C has one additional variable (él-). This additional
variable doesn’t seem to provide any substantial improvement on performance compared to model
D ( Table 5 ). The lower RMSE for model D relative to model C indicates that model C may have
been overiitted ( Myers 1986 ). Also, model F seems to have been overlitted when compared with
model D ( they differ only by the h' present in model F ). Model D can be viewed as a simpler form
of models C and F. The fact that its performance is better than that of models C and F except for
SSR (Table 5) makes it appealing.

Model B can be considered as a simpler form of model D with the term in Dzh removed, while
model A is a simpler form of model D when the term in Ddh is eliminated. Both result in poorer

V performances than model D. Model A is much poorer than model B. For example, model A when
compared with model D shows a reduction in R2 of about 3.4% ( 0.44% for model B ), an RMSE
about 2.37 times ( 1.26 times for model B ) higher and an SSR 5.72 times ( 1.61 times for model

B ) higher than for model D. The better performance of model B relative to model A agrees with
the findings of Spurr ( 1952 ) and Bonner ( 1968 ).

A similar discussion can be made for inside bark volume models. The only difference observed was

that the ranks of models F and C were interchanged.

liAlemgdag (1978) expression is similar to Smalian’s formula for calculating log volumes.
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Discussion for prediction.

Generally, models that had low fitting variance also had relatively low prediction variances ( Tables
6 and 7 ). However, the prediction variances were higher than fitting variances except for model
H. The reason for this is not clear. This indicates that a model may be very precise on felled tree
data but different on standing tree data. The same results were obtained for paced measurements
(Table 7).

In relative terms, models B, C, D, F and G outperformed model A for all criteria considered and

for both measurement methods. This is an indication of the gains from using an upper diameter

measurement. However, model E, which excluded DBH, and model H which excluded height were
less precise and more biased than model A,the combined variable equation. In this case, we are

doing a poorer job of volume prediction. However, these models may be useful, for example, in
tropical forests where both DBH and height are sometimes difiicult to measure. For example, where
buttresses occur, it may be possible to measure a diameter above buttress (dab) with a dendrometer.
If ir1 addition to dab we measure tree height, then model E ca.n be utilized. In some situations height

measurement may be a problem due for example, to a thick underbrush and dense canopy. In this
case we will rely on only diameter measurements. Model H can be useful under such circum-

stances. There seem be a certain pattern in the ranking for relative bias and relative RMSE for
taped measurements. That is, ranks for bias and RMSE are the same. This is also true for paced
measurements except for models D and F.

Some differences are noted when results are expressed as a percentage of mean tree volume. For
example, Model A, which ranked seventh for bias when expressed in relative terms, now ranks first.

However, the overall accuracy based on RMSE(%) doesn’t differ much from the accuracy based
on relative statistics.
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Impact of measurement errors on volume prediction.

Results for the analytical examination of the impact of measurement errors on volume prediction
error indicates that merchantable height errors accounted for more of the prediction bias than upper
diameter errors ( Tables 8 and 9 ). These results seem to contradict general belief. Since upper
diameters believed to be the most difficult to measure on standing trees, one would think that
errors in upper diameter measurement would contribute more to total volume bias than errors in
height measurements. The reason for merchantable height errors contributing more to total bias in
this study cannot be clearly explained. This might be due to the method used to obtain
merchantable heights, that is, using the Suunto clinometer and tape. A comparative study of six
height measurement techniques in a dense loblolly pine plantatation ( Rennie 1979 ) showed the
method using the Suunto clinometer with tape was the most precise; but biased. However, this
doesn’t explain why merchantable height errors should contribute more to total volume bias than
upper diameter errors. Consideration of individual bias indicates -1.47% for RBIAS(DUS), 1.50%
for RBIAS(MH'IT) and -2.16% for RBIAS(MHTP) ( Table 3 ). One might be inclined to think
that because merchantable height bias was greater than upper diameter bias, merchantable height
errors should contribute correspondingly more to total volume bias than upper diameter errors.
That this may not be the case is indicated by a consideration of the effect of DBH measurement
errors. As seen in Table 3, RBIAS(DBH) is only 0.85%. However, its effect on volume bias is not
correspondingly small ( Tables 8 and 9 ). The DBH error is always neglected in most measurement
error evaluation studies. However, such studies don’t indicate how much the apparently negligible
error may contribute to the error in volume estimates, the attribute of interest. Probably, to answer
the question as to why merchantable height errors should contribute more to total bias and why
DBH and upper diameter errors contribute almost equally lies in the way in which these parameters
express themselves in the volume equation.

The variance for upper diameter errors were higher than those for DBH and merchantable height
errors for all models for taped measurements. However, for paced measurements, this was not
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uniformly the case. The reason for this is not evident. Furthermore, when comparing DBH error
variance by taping with DBH error variance by pacing, the latter is smaller. The same is true for
DUS error variance. Conversely, MHTP error variances were more than triple MHTT error vari-
ances due probably to the fact that paced merchantable height measurements were less precise than
taped merchantable heights ( Chapter 4 ).
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Summary and conclusrons.

The two objectives to this research project were: the development and evaluation of volume
equations which use upper diameter and merchantable height, and the evaluation of the conse-

quences ofmeasurement error on standing trees on the volume equations developed. The methods
to accomplish these objectives included the fitting of volume equations to the sample data, the

comparison of these equations, the evaluation of the magnitude and direction of measurement er-

rors, and the analytical examination of the effect of measurement errors on the total volume pre-

diction error.

The study revealed the following results:

• Relative bias, standard deviation and root mean squared error for DBH measurement errors

were the lowest while those for total height measurement errors were the highest. The accuracy
of the measurements as expressed by the relative root mean squared error was 1.75% for DBH,

9.78% for upper diameter, 4.70% for taped merchantable height, 7.29% for paced

merchantable height, 10.33% for taped total height and 10.48% for paced total height. Upper

diameter and merchantable height measurements showed negative bias,
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• Eight volume equations were iitted to eighty sample tree data and compared. Except for the
model that excluded DBH as a predictor variable and the model that excluded merchantable
height as a predictor variable, all models performed better than the combined variable equation
in terms of precision and bias. For example, the gain in precision ranged from 14.6% for
model B to 49.8% for model G while the reduction in bias ranged from 37.6% for model B
to 89.1% for model C for taped measurements. The overall accuracy as expressed by the root
mean squared error showed arr improvement ranging from 28.8% for model B to 71.3% for
model C for taped measurements and a range from 120.3% to 181.4% for paced measurements
for the same models. The prediction variances were higher than the iitting variances except for
model H.

• An analytic examination of the impact of measurement errors on volume prediction bias
showed that merchantable height errors accounted for more of the prediction bias than DBH
and upper diameter errors. Mechantable height errors tended to cause an underestimation of
volume. DBH and upper diameter error contributions were almost equal in magnitude but
opposite in direction. However, upper diameter errors were more variable than DBH and
merchantable height errors.

Conclusions pertaining to this study are as follows:

• The use of upper diameter measurement in volume equations results in more precise and less
biased volume estimates. However, considerable sacrifice of accuracy wiH be incurred when
upper diameter is used as a substitute for either DBH or merchantable height in the volume
equation.

• Even though DBH measurement errors might be small, its contribution to total error might
be very signiiicant. Hence, error evaluation studies should not evaluate only the individual
measurement errors but should also examine the contributions of each variable error to total
volume error.
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• The question of whether or not upper diameter should be used in volume equations will de-
pend on the accuracy needed versus the additional cost incurred in taking additional measure-
ments. Probably, a more careful study that includes time as another factor may provide a
sound basis on this issue. Schmid et al. ( 1971 ) advocated as an optimal procedure, one that
includes an upper diameter measurement. Additional studies might reinforce this recommen-
dation.

• Models G and D performed well and may be useful where upper diameter measurements are
available. Where the measurement of upper diameters become prohibitively expensive and
where great of accuracy is not needed, the combined variable model may be a better choice.
Models without DBH or merchantable height might be useful in areas where either DBH or
tree heights are difficult to measure like in the tropical high forest. This could be possible if
one could use an optical dendrometer or optical hypsometer.
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Table 10. Error statistics summary for the measured variables.

Variable N Mean STD DEV. MIN MAX STD ERR.
ERR(DBH)(i11.) 80 0.0900 0.1619 -0.5000 0.5000 0.0181
RERR(DBH)(%) 80 0.85 1.52 -4.63 5.97 0.17

ERR(DUS)(i11.) 80 -0.1775 0.9041 -2.1000 2.1000 0.1011
RERR(DUS)(%) 80 -1.47 9.67 -19.05 35.29 1.08

ERR(MHTP)(ft.) 80 -0.3950 2.3068 -7.7000 5.8000 0.2579
RERR(MHTP)(%) 80 -1.50 7.13 14.78 16.81 0.79
ERR(MH”IT)(ft.) 80 -0.7112 1.4072 -5.8000 4.400 0.1573
RERR(MH'IT)(%) 80 -2.16 4.18 -16.60 15.49 0.47

ERR(THTP)(ft.) 75 1.7347 6.7976 -15.400 17.500 0.7849
RERR(THTP)(%) 75 2.88 10.08 -21.30 29.11 1.16
ERR(TH'IT)(ft.) 75 1.1987 6.7392 -14.300 20.800 0.7782
RERR(THTT)(%) 75 2.05 10.13 -18.12 39.32 1_. 17
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Table ll. Correlation coefl'icients(r) and covariances between errors and measured variables for whiteoak data.

Variables —
Covariance

ERR(DBH) vs. DBHF -0.0648 -0.0414
RERR(DBH) vs. DBHF -0.2425 -0.0146
ERR(DUS) vs. DUF -0.1592 -0.5782
RERR(DUS) vs. DUF -0.0950 -0.0369

ERR(MHTP) vs. MHTF -0.0174 -0.3597
RERR(MHTP) vs. MHTF 0.0944 0.0604
ERR(MHTT) vs. MHTF -0.3434 -4.3347
RERR(MH'IT) vs. MHTF -0.1538 -0.0577

ERR(THTP) vs. THTF -0.1868 -11.2989
RERR(THTP) vs. THTF -0.2305 -0.2067
ERR(THTT) vs. THTF -0.1739 -10.4279
RERR(THTT) vs. THTF -0.2027 -0.1827
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¤
Table 12. Covariances, correlation coellicients (in parenthesis) and variances for regression estimates lfor the volume equations.

Parameter b3estimate
A b0 0.3394

bl -4.9E·05(·0.842) 1.02E-08

B b0 0.0895
bl ·1.6E-05(~0.830) 4.37E~09

b0 ’ 3.0202
C bl ·3.984(·0.990) 5.3615

b2 -5.3E-04(-0.8797) 6.96E·04(0.8707) 1.19E-07
b3 6.9E·04(0.8803) ·9.3E·04(~0.8862) ·l.5E-07(~0.992) 2.039E·07
b0 0.0602

D bl -1.1E·05(-0.2553) 2.88E·08
b2 2.4E·06(0.0462) -3.4E·08(-0.9681) 4.376E-08

E b0 0.55759 V
bl -0.00012(·0.8086) 4.102E-08

b0 0.13074 1
F bl 4.6E-05(0.4633) 7.5E-08

b2 -6.4E-05(—0.5381) ·8.8E—08(·0.9868) l.lE·07
b3 9.8E-05(·0.7306) -7.9E·08(·0.7826) 9.2E·08(0.7 643) 1.37213-07

G b0 0.05302
bl 4.7E·06(·0.836) 6.039E- 10

H b0 2.016563
bl ·0.0l032(-0.8226) 7.80613-05
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Figure 20. Plot of studentized residuals vs. DBH outside bark for model B.
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Figure 22. Studentized residuals vs. predicted volume for model B.
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Figure 23. Studentized residuals vs. DBH outside bark for model C.
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Figure 24. Studentized residuals vs. upper diameter for model C.
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Figure 25. Studentized residuals vs. predicted volume for model C.
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Figure 27. Studentized residuals vs. upper diameter for model D.
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Figure 28. Studentized residuals vs. predicted volume for model D.
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Figure 29. Studentized residuals vs. upper diameter for model E.
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Figure 30. Studentized residuals vs. predicted volume for model E.
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Figure 31. Studentized residuals vs. DBH outside bark for model F.
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Figure 32. Studentized residuals vs. upper diameter for model F.
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Figure 33. Studentized residuals vs. predicted volume for model F.
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Figure 34. Studentized residuals vs. DBH outside bark for model G.
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Figure 35. Studentized residuals vs. upper diameter for model G.
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Figure 36. Studentized residuals vs. predicted volume for model G.
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Figure 37. Studentized residuals vs. DBH outside bark for model H.
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Appendix D. Further discussion of tree

I]]€3SUI°€II]€Ht I°€SllltS•

Comparison of tape versus calmer measurements.

Several investigators ( McArdle 1928; Robertson 1928; Chacko 1961, Ross 1968; Brickell 1970
) have made comparative studies of tape versus caliper measurements. Most of the compar-
isons were based on the assumption that tree cross-sections approximate either a circle or an
ellipse. This assumption might not be universally accepted as shown by the analytical study
of tree cross-sections by Matem ( 1956 ). He postulated six possible geometric shapes to rep-
resent tree stem section, the ellipse being one of them. In the absence of a trully circular stem
we carmot talk of a "true diameter" measurement and, therefore, cannot assess the absolute
or relative accuracy of taping and calipering in the absence of a target value ( Gregoire et al.
1988 ). Because no such regular tree sections exist, Gregoire et al. ( 1988 ) advocated the use

of basal area as a basis for comparison. Their definition of taped and calipered diameters *5

*5 A taped diameter is an indirect measure of circular diameter corresponding to the area of convex closure
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reflect t11is view. Another important finding of Matem ( 1956 ) study was that he established I

the relation between a taped diameter and a calipered diameter as measured from a random

direction. He showed that the expected value of a single caliper measurement is the same as

the measurement obtained with a diameter tape." This is a pertinent result especially in cases

where optical calipers are used ir1 measuring upper diameters on standing trees. In most cases

only a single diameter is taken usually from a random direction. Based on Matem’s results, the

same upper diameters measurements with a tape should give the same results, on the average.

Hence, it would not matter much if one decides to use a girth tape or a caliper as the results

will be reasonably close. In fact, one would argue for the use of a caliper instead of a tape in

this study. Even when caliper measurements are compared with optical caliper measurements,

differences are still eminent ( Robbins and Young 1968; Brickell 1979 ). These differences

might be due to the fact that optical calipers are subject to certain measurement errors that

mechanical calipers are not subject to. For example, conventional calipers can be firmly placed

on the sides of a tree, optical calipers rely on image alignment. Due to the generally rough and

ragged tree bark, the sides of the tree often appear fuzzy ( Robbins and Young 1968 ) and as
such, image alignment is poorly defined by the observers ( McClure 1969; Brickell 1979 ) re-

sulting in poor estimates. Human vision is one of the inherent problems when using optical

calipers. For example, the point of coincidence of tree images may be appreciated differently

by different observers. Viewing problems may result in "b1unders" resulting in a decrease in

accuracy and precision ( Bruce 1975 ). As Bruce ( 1975 ) summarizesz
Some problems in viewing a tree with an optical dendrometer are not a result of obscured lines
of sight. Background is most important, and direction and quantity of light probably are next.
When t.he background is cluttered with sterns of the same species, it is always difficult to distin-
guish the sides of the stem being measured. When the sun is at right angles to the line of sight,
the two sides of the stem appear entirely different, which increases the difliculties of determining
when their images are in coincidence.

of the tree stem, whereas a calipered diameter is a perpendicular distance between parallel tangents to the
region of convex closure

*6 The expected value of caliper measurements (distance between two parallel tangents) of a closed convex
region is equal to the perimeter of the region divided by 1:, that is, equal to the diameter one would derive
from its girth measurement.
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It is therefore necessary to keep measurement distances to a For example, the un-
aided human eye cannot clearly distinguish slight deviations in image alignment at distances
over 50 ft., and image clarity breaks down at distances of 100 ft. or more ( McClure 1969 ).

Sources of error m tree hezglzt measurement.

Sources of error in height measurement may include failure to correctly measure the horizontal
distance from observer to tree, wind sway, tree lean and non-linearity of the relationship of tree
height and angle of sight*’ (Philip 1983). Tilting the dendrometer scale normal to the longi-
tudinal image of a leaning tree’s axis will eliminate height bias attributable to the component
of tree lean across the line of sight but not the height bias occasioned by tree lean towards or
away from the observer ( Grosenbaugh 1981 ). Since in taking measurements we usually as-
sume that tress are vertical, trees leaning either towards or away from an observer will be sys-
tematically over- respectively underestirnated ( Loetsch et al. 1973; Husch et al. 1982 ). Errors
will be minimized if measurements are taken such that the lean is to the right or left of the
observer. However, except for abnorrnally leaning trees, the errors are slight ( Husch et al. 1982
). Observer-related errors may result from bad vision, faulty instrument operation and incorrect
technique of taking readings ( Loetsch et al. 1973 ). It is therefore necessary to maintain an
optimum viewing distance*8 for any hypsometer. Bell and Groman ( 1971 ) noted that the
accuracy of height measurement decreases rapidly as the vertical angle ofobservation increases.

*7 The smaller the angle ofsight, the easier is to define the highest point in the crown. But the nearer the angleof sight to 450 the smaller the smaller the error caused by inaccurate reading of' the angle. The best com-promise between these two conflicting considerations is to select the observation point so that the angleof sight lies between 30 and 450, that is, the observer should stand between one and one·and-a half timesthe tree height away from the tree. Angles greater than 450 must be avoided as the tree is unacceptably
high(Philip 1983)

*8 An optimum viewing distance for any hypsometer is the distance along the slope equal to the height to
be measured ( Husch et al. 1982 ).
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They attributed this to unsatisfactory sighting of the upper bole and to wind sway in the
CI'OW1'1.
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Appendix E. Field measurements.

WHITE OAK DATA

ll)! YE ‘
4 9.9 10.3 6.6 6.8 15.74 13.24
5 9.6 9.8 7.3 7.1 8.62 6.96
6 14.6 14.8 13.4 11.8 29.88 24.81
7 20.0 20.2 18.5 16.6 50.52 43.97
8 14.6 14.8 10.8 10.8 31.41 26.97
9 8.8 9.1 4.8 4.1 14.95 12.39
10 9.8 9.8 8.0 7.1 11.67 9.92
11 7.0 7.3 4.0 3.5 6.04 5.22
12 6.7 7.1 4.2 3.4 4.29 3.70
13 16.1 16.5 10.8 10.3 50.13 43.04
14 11.9 12.2 7.0 6.7 24.32 20.91
15 E 12.2 12.4 9.2 8.4 19.72 17.34
16 16 16.4 13.7 11.6 28.57 23.67
17 14.8 14.7 12.1 12.7 26.05 21.63
18 12.9 13.2 10.9 12.0 24.91 20.44
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19 10.1 10.2 5.1 6.9 17.51 14.23
20 7.8 7.7 5.9 5.8 5.47 4.51
21 18.8 19 15.8 16.4 44.77 36.82
22 20.6 20.7 15.0 15.5 64.00 54.14
23 16.5 16.6 14.7 13.4 31.17 26.59
24 _ 9.6 10.1 5.5 5.3 11.78 10.08
25 8.2 8.4 5.6 5.7 10.50 9.09
26 9.8 9.8 6.8 7.2 12.6 10.77
27 8.3 8.4 4.4 4.7 10.97 9.40
28 15.2 15.3 13.3 13.9 27.04 24.27
29 11.5 11.7 8.0 9.1 21.93 18.08
30 11.1 11.0 7.6 6.5 16.81 13.98
31 18.4 18.4 14.3 14.7 55.37 45.36
32 10.8 10.3 6.0 5.8 18.01 14.76
33 15.3 15.2 9.3 10.2 35.35 29.29
34 13.2 13.4 10.8 11.2 24.02 21.09
35 13.5 13.6 10.9 11.1 18.93 15.63
36 12.7 12.8 9.9 10.2 19.12 15.94
37 11.2 11.2 11.0 9.2 12.43 10.38
38 10.5 10.8 7.6 7.6 16.72 14.44
39 8.8 8.9 5.5 5.5 11.45 9.88
40 8.0 8.1 4.6 4.8 8.04 6.76
41 11.3 11.3 9.1 7.9 19.56 17.01
42 7.4 7.5 4.7 5.0 8.29 7.35
43 7.5 7.6 5.2 6.4 7.41 6.16
44 11.2 11.2 9.0 10.8 11.93 9.86
45 19.9 20.2 15.4 14.5 46.49 38.27
46 12.5 12.5 10.0 11.1 16.24 13.61
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47 17.2 17.2 16.3 16.2 35.74 30.52

I

48 18.8 18.7 16.5 18.6 32.69 27.71
49 16.9 16.9 13.0 10.9 22.61 19.79

_ 50 14.3 14.3 13.5 12.8_ 23.17 19.72
51 13.4 13.5 13.8 11.8 25.21 20.57
52 _ 14.3 14.4 11.9 11.0 18.19 15.64
53 13 13.1 12.0 11.7 14.84 12.89
54 9.2 9.3 6.9 7.4 11.33 9.61
55 9.2 9.0 8.3 7.8 7.17 5.98
56 9.3 9.3 5.8 5.4 13.12 11.33
57 11.6 11.7 7.8 7.1 14.68 12.71
58 6.7 6.7 4.9 4.5 5.56 4.61
59 6.2 6.3 4.5 4.9 3.62 3.05
60 6.0 6.1 4.5 4.4 3.10 2.60
61 8.1 8.2 4.3 4.4 9.66 7.97
62 5.8 5.8 3.6 3.8 3.34 2.79
63 6.3 6.4 4.2 3.6

I
4.49 3.68

64 6.1 6.2 4.8 4.5 3.35 2.76
65 13.8 14.0 12.6 13.4 21.22 17.60
66 13.9 14.1 9.4 8.1 25.70 21.90
67 12.0 12.0 8.8 8.0 23.24 19.48
68 10.6 10.6 5.4 5.4 17.44 14.71
69 14.7 14.8 11.6 10.5 34.23 28.87
70 12.6 12.7 11.3 10.8 13.41 11.30
71 10.3 10.2 7.8 8.2 12.23 10.04
72 14.9 15.1 13.2 12.3 24.07 20.64
73 11.6 11.6 10.3 8.6 14.59 11.83
74 14.8 14.7 11.9 11.5 29.12 24.52
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Z75 9.1 9.2 8.7 8.8 5.86 5.05 ¤
76 7.6 7.7 5.8 5.6 7.35 6.11
77 18.6 18.7 18.1 16.4 50.6 43.91
78 17.8 17.9 14.5 15.9 45.37 38.34
79 17.5 17.6 15.2 15.0 39.73 32.99
80 _ 20.5 20.1 18.6 19.4 24.85 21.55
81 16.4 16.4 12.0 11.9 44.02 36.80
82 15.8 15.8 13.5 13.4 30.48 25.37
83 10.5

1
10.4 9.3 9.4 17.85 15.18

WHITE OAK DATA

Tälviä .M.H“;F. MIB M.H.Tl E E 'LFHT.
4 41.5 44.7 41.0 67.5 76.1 69.8
5 21.3 22.2 20.5 54.8 58.2 53.9
6 29.2 28.5 27.9 73.6 77.0 75.3
7 24.3 22.2 23.1 77.9 71.8 74.6
8 34.9 34.6 35.0 79.6 76.0 76.8
9 53.6 53.6 52.6 73.1 76.0 74.7
10 26.8 30.3 26.6 62.6 68.4 60.1
11 34.5 40.3 32.2 59.1 67.3 53.8
12 25.3 27.4 21.1 49.9 59.1 45.5
13 47.8 49.5 44.4 80.8 92.1 82.7
14 42.2 40.7 40.2 70.1 69.9 68.9
15 34.7 38.0 33.9 69.1 78.9 70.3
16 23.8 26.3 22.7 73.2 84.2 72.7
17 28.5 27.2 28.0 71.2 72.0 74.1
18 34.5 35.0 34.7 72.7 82.6 81.9
19 52.1 44.4 46.3 68.9 66.4 69.3
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20 21.7 22.7 20.6 48.4 55.9 50.7
21 28.0 27.8 27.1 74.5 62.6 61.0
22 37.6 ‘ 34.1 36.8 76.4 64.6 69.7
23 22.4 22.0 21.4 70.5 81.4 79.4
24 39.2 42.2 38.1 64.5 62.3 56.2
25 ~ 39.7 43.3 37.4 68.6 73.4 63.5
26 34.0 31.7 34.0 66.9 66.2 71.1
27 45.3 46.2 41.0 62.9 62.2 55.2
28 24.2 27.0 25.4 71.3 75.5 70.9
29 40.3 40.2 40.7 70.4 80.9 81.8
30 35.4 38.2 35.3 62.7 79.5 73.5
31 39.1 34.7 39.1 77.6 82.5 92.9
32 40.4 34.6 37.4 72.3 56.9 61.5
33 40.8 36.0 39.5 77.1 66.0 72.5
34 30.1 29.7 29.0 78.7 80.2 78.5
35 25.2 24.1 25.4 . 74.2 78.5
36 26.2 25.0 24.0 72.9 62.4 60.1
37 19.9 21.1 19.8 66.5 66.6 62.4
38 35.2 34.5 36.4 66.3 66.4 70.1
39 39.7 36.2 36.2 62.9 58.0 58.0
40 35.5 37.5 37.6 55.7 67.1 67.3
41 34.9 33.2 34.4 66.4 67.9 70.4
42 37.2 36.3 37.2 57.2 55.9 57.4
43 32.3 32.2 31.7 55.8 53.4 52.5
44 20.6 21.0 20.2 67.3 73.6 70.9
45 27.2 28.9 26.8 74.6 92.1 85.4
46 22.5 21.2 22.9 52.9 68.3 73.7
47 26.2 24.5 24.4 67.2 74.1 73.8
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48 19.2 18.4 18.9 67.8 69.1 70.9
49 18.5 16.6 18.5 65.5 62.2 69.2
50 22.2 20.3 21.2 65.3 69.7 72.9
51 25.6 22.9 24.0 80.7 78.5 82.3
52 19.8 19.4 20.1 76.6 74.5 77.0
53 A 17.2 16.6 17.0 69.6 70.2 72.3
54 31.4 30.5 32.6 65.6 66.1 70.5
55 17.6 17.8 17.6 63.9 61.6 61.0
56 39.0 41.8 38.5 65.1 68.5 63.1
57 27.6 26.3 27.7 56.6 56.9 60.0
58 29.0 29.1 27.9 61.3 60.3 57.8
59 22.0 22.5 22.5 50.9 55.0 54.9
60 19.6 18.5 20.0 43.3 44.6 48.3
61 37.0 35.3 36.5 51.5 51.9 53.6
62 25.9 22.9 25.7 50.0 45.0 50.5
63 28.4 32.8 32.8 51.8 51.3 51.4
64 20.5 20.4 20.6 44.8 . .
65 24.3 22.5 23.2 76.5 76.2 78.4
66 34.5 32.2 36.1 70.3 69.4 77.7
67 39.7 38.7 37.3 75.6 70.3 67.8
68 48.8 50.1 48.0 73.4 73.3 70.2
69 32.6 31.5 31.4 76.3 76.6 76.2

5 70 16.7 15.4 15.9 65.5 58.9 60.7
71 25.6 25.0 25.5 70.1 78.8 80.2
72 23.0 22.0 22.1 69.7 70.9 71.1

73 22.2 19.8 21.3 71.4 64.4 69.4
74 29.6 27.4 29.9 71.7 84.6 92.3
75 14.3 13.1 14.3 59.2 60.0 65.6 .

I
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1
76 28.9 25.6 27.8 60.2 60.7 66.0
77 27.3 24.9 25.7 . 75.8 78.3
78 32.0 33.0 31.5 74.6 76.3 72.8
79 28.2 26.1 27.0 . 63.7 65.8
80 11.5 10.3 11.2 . 69.6 75.3
81 43.3 45.4 42.1 87.4 78.8 73.1
82 25.7 27.4 25.1 76.4 87.0 79.8
83 36.2 35.6 36.3 70.3 73.3 74.8
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